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Abstract
A least-squares shape analysis program is described which is
used at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center for the extraction
of resonance parameters from high-resolution capture data. The
FORTRAN program was written for light to medium-weight or near-
magic target nuclei whose cross sections are characterized on one
hand by broad s-wave levels with negligible Doppler broadening
but pronounced multi-level interference, on the other hand by
narrow p-, d- ••• wave resonances with negligible multi-level
interference but pronounced Doppler broadening. Accordingly
the Reich-Moore multi-level formalism without Doppler broadening
is used for s-wave levels, and a single-level description with
Doppler broadening for p-, d- ••• wave levels. Calculated
capture yields are resolution broadened. MUltiple-collision
events are simulated by Monte Carlo techniques. Up to five diffe-
rent time-of-flight capture data sets can be fitted simultane-
ously for samples containing up to ten isotopes. Input and out-
put examples are given and a FORTRAN list is appended.
FANAC - Ein Multiniveau-Formanalysen-Programm zur Resonanz-
parameter-Bestimmung aus Neutroneneinfangdaten für leichte
und mittelschwere Kerne
Zusammenfassung
Ein nach der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate arbeitendes Form-
analysenprogramrn wird beschrieben, welches am Kernforschungs-
zentrum Karlsruhe zur Bestimmung von Resonanzparametern aus
Neutroneneinfangdaten hoher Auflösung verwendet wird. Dieses
FORTRAN-Programm wurde für leichte bis mittelschwere oder fast-
magische Kerne geschrieben, deren keV-Querschnitte charakteri-
siert sind einerseits durch breite s-Wellen-Resonanzen mit starker
Multiniveau-Interferenz bei vernachlässigbarer Doppler-Verbrei-
terung, andererseits durch sehr schmale p-, d- ••. Wellen-Reso-
nanzen mit vernachlässigbarer Multiniveau-Interferenz bei starker
Doppler-Verbreiterung. Dementsprechend dient der Reich-Moore-
Vielniveau-Formalismus ohne Doppler-Verbreiterung zur Beschrei-
bung der s-Wellen-Resonanzen, während die p-, d- ••• Wellen-
Resonanzen durch Einniveau-Formeln mit Doppler-Verbreiterung be-
schrieben sind. Die gerechneten Einfangausbeuten werden auf-
lösungsverbreitert. Vielfachstöße werden mit Hilfe der Monte-
Carlo-Methode simuliert. An Einfangdaten von bis zu fünf ver-
schiedenen Flugzeitmessungen kann gleichzeitig angepaßt werden
für Proben bestehend aus bis zu zehn verschiedenen Isotopen.
Ein- und Ausgabebeispiele sowie eine FORTRAN-Liste sind beigefügt.
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1. Main Characteristics of the Code
In the present report a computer program is described which was
developped for shape analysis of data on neutron capture by
structural materials. The program, FANAC, extracts resonance
parameters from high-resolution capture yields measured with
the time-of-flight method and calculates neutron capture cross
sections corrected for experimental effects such as self-
shielding, multiple scattering, instrumental resolution and
detector efficiency. It permits determination of up to 20 cross
section parameters by ~imultaneously fitting calculated capture
yield curves to experimental data from up to 5 time-of-flight
measurements that may differ with respect to sample thickness,
flight path or other experimental characteristics. The measured
and calculated capture yield data and the resulting cross sections
are plotted with a general-purpose plotting subroutine in use
at Karlsruhe (subroutine PLOTA, Ref. 1) •
The methods employed are similar to those of the programs FANAL
(for shape analysis of transmission data, Ref. 2) and TACASI
(for single-level analysis of transmission areas, capture areas
and self-indication ratios, Ref. 4). The main. advantage over
the area analysis code TACASI consists in the possibility to treat
many resonances simultaneously, the more reliable interpretation
of incompletely ~esolved multiplets and the multi-level cross
section formalism which allows a better description of multiple
scattering. FANAC fits obtained between 6 and 165 keV for various
iron and nickel isotopes are shown e.g. in Ref. 3.
Normally one derives ,neutron resonance capture cross sections
from capture yield data, measured with the time-of-flight method
by detection of the prompt gamma radiation that is emitted after
each capture event. The count rate observed in a narrow flight
time interval with neutron flux ~, after dead-time and back-
ground correction, can be wri~ten as
(1)
Zum Druck im Juli 1978
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where y, called the capture yield, is the probability that an
incoming neutron is captured, and E is the detector efficiency.
The data reduction consists of stripping off ~ and E to get y
and then to extract from y the capture cross section. For thin
sampIes y ~ na , where n is the sampIe thickness in atoms/b. y
and 0 the radiative-capture cross section. The flux ~ can be
y
measured with a reference sarnple having a sufficiently weIl
known yield (e.g. gold); the efficiency (or efficiency ratio in
case of a relative measurement) is determined by the detector
characteristics.
In practice one measures the resolution-broadened capture yield
y(E) = !r(E,E')y(E')dE', (2 )
where r(E,E')dE' is the probability that capture events induced
by neutrons with energies E' in dEI are registered as if the
energy were E.
A further complication arises especially for light- and medium
weight nuclei from the fact that their scattering cross sections
are very much larger than their capture cross sections. As a
consequence self-shielding and multiple-scattering corrections
are quite important for practical sampIe thicknesses and y can-
not be taken as simply na , but must be calculated as a more
y
complicated functional of the total and capture cross sections.
Strictly speaking, the cross sections are Doppler-broadened by
the thermal motion of the sampIe atoms. For light and medium-
weight nuclides, however, Doppler broadening of typical s-wave
resonances can be neglected. For the narrow p-, d- ••• wave
levels, on the other hand, Doppler broadening is important.
Consequently, the FANAC program treats instrumental resolution
according to Eq. (2) but neglects Doppler broadening for s-wave
levels. It is therefore applicable only to resonance data where
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the Doppler width 6 = I~EkT/A is much smaller than the width
of the typical s-wave resonances. Narrow p-, d- ••• wave levels
are Doppler broadened.
The s-wave cross sections are parametrized with an R-matrix
multi-level formula, whereas multi-level interference effects
are neglected for narrow (p-, d-wave) levels. The program starts
by calculating cross sections and capture yields from approxi-
mate values of the parameters. These starting values are then
improved by application of the least-squares method (cf. e.g.
Ref. 4,5). In order to make this method applicable the problem
is linearized by Taylor expansion with respect to the cross
section parameters and truncation after the linear terms. The
solution of the linearized problem is thus an approximation
which can be improved by iteration. The program iterates until
the number of iterations reaches a prescribed limit or until
the sum of squared deviations, x~, differs by less than a given
small fraction E from that of the preceding step, X~-1'
where
< E, (3 )
( 4 )
~i: i-th measured capture yield,
6~i: uncertainty of ~i'
Yl k ) i-th calculated capture yield computed from
parameters of k-th iteration.
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The parameters to which x2 is most sensitive are
- resonance energies Eoi
- radiation widths r
y
strongly scattering
with r >> r in y
and neutron widths r n of
(typically s-wave) levels
- the capture peak area parameter gJrnry/r for
narrow (typically p-, d- or f-wave) levels with
unknown gJr n • If gJr n is known one can get gJr y •
2. Formulae
2.1 Cross sections for 1 = 0
In order to explain the approximations employed in FANAC the
relevant cross section formalism is briefly reviewed in this
section.
The total and reaction cross sections for a single nuclide and
1 = 0 (s-wave interactions) can be written as
°TO = 21T~2 l gJ (1-Re u
J )n J nn '
O'xo = 1T1\'2 l gJ 16 _uJ 1 2n J nx nx
(5)
( 6)
where 21T~n is the neutron wave length in the center-of-mass
system, önx the Kronecker symbol and gJ = (1/2) (2J+1)/(2I+1)
the spin factor, with J and I the compound and target spin
quantum numbers, respectively. The subscripts of the collision
matrix elements UJ and UJ refer to reaction channels (n: elasticnn nx
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scattering, x: arbitrary reaction). For 1 = 0 the spin SUfi
consists of only one or two terms (II-1/2)1 ~ J ~ I+1/2). Accor-
ding to R-matrix theory (Ref. 6) one can write
with
(7)





-ik a11 c = e c c , (9)
where a c is the R-matrix channel radius and the level sum in
Eq. (8) runs over all (~) s-wave levels with spin J. The partial-
width amplitudes
(10)
are real quantities and vary with energy as k 1/ 2 , where k 2 =
2 2 c c
1/~ = 2m (E-E )/fi (mc : reduced mass, Ec : reaction threshold,c c c 1/2
YAC : energy-independent reduced width amplitude). The r AC are
to be understood as having the sign of Y
AC
•
In practice the level sum in Eq. (8) must be restricted to a
finite number of resonances, typically those in a given energy
interval. The levels outside this interval (distant levels)
give rise to a K-matrix component, KO say, that is smooth in-
side the interval. We assume that direct reactions are negli-
gible. In this case KO is diagonal and one can account for the
distant levels omitted in Eq. (8) by using, instead of Eqs. (9)
and (10),
-6-
0c = exp[-i(k a -arc tan KO )Jc c cc












the prime indicating that the surn contains only terms from out-
side the interval ~E (Ref. 6). Although the YAc and EI. outside
~E are mostly unknown one can estimate K~c by means of level-
statistical theory:
Introducing the
(D : mean levelc .
gration,
2
optical-model pole strength, Sc = <YAc>A/Dc
spacing), one can replace .the sum by an inte-
ClCl
:: P J dEI




- P _ J
E-~E/2 E'-E
( 14)
where pJ indicates Canchy's principal value, whereas ~E and E
are length and mid-point of the energy interval excluded from
the sumo The fir~t integral is the so-called distant-level para-
co
meter, usually denoted by R , that describes the influence ofc
the energy variation of Sc (including the vanishing of Sc below
the ground state energy). Furthermore one can neglect the energy
variation of Sc and R~ in the interval if ~E is small compared
to the spacing of optical-model size resonances (~ 2 MeV). Then
( 1 5)
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The contribution of distant levels can thus be estimated from
()()
the level-statistical parameters Rc and Sc or, equivalently,
from the effective nuclear radius
R'c ( 16)
and the s-wave strength function
~
ev
= 2k aSE E •c c c - c ( 17 )
After thus reducing the number of levels to a manageable size
one can reduce the dimensionality of the matrix K. Following
Reich and Moore (Refs. 7,8 ') one applies the Teichmann-Wigner
channel elimination prescription (Ref. 6) to the photon
channels and then introduces the approximation




where the summation is over photon channels and rAY is the total
radiation width. This is justified by the usually large number
of radiative transitions that can de-excite the compound state
and by the fact that the r~~2 are symmetrically distributed
around zero so that the cross terms in the sum tend to cancel,




r 1 / 2 r 1 / 2
AC AC'
E -E-ir /2A Ay
(20)
valid inside the interval of explicitly given resonances
(E-AE/2<E A<E+AE/2) and for particle channels (c,c'+y). All cross
sections except those for neutron capture can now be obtained
from Eqs. (5), (6), while the capture cross sections must be
calculated as
= O'To - I O'xo
x~y
(21)
The.last equation follows from the unitarity of the collision
matrix. The Reich-Moore formalism as a genuine R matrix formalism
guarantees this unitarity: The restriction (18) for the partial
radiation widths affects neither the symmetry nor the reality
of the K-matrix. The same is true for the approximation (11),
(15) to the distant levels.
In the FANAC program s-wave cross sections are calculated
according to the Eqs. ( 5), (6), (11 ), (15), ( 19), (20), (21).
The number of particle channels i5 restricted to 2 (elastic
channel plus at most one inelastic channel ), so that 1-iK is
at most a 2x2 matrix which is easily inverted.
2.2 Cross sections for 1 > 1




(x=n , n l , y) I (23)
where
4 ~2
r n (24 )
°0 = 'IT n %-r
co exp [- (E-E I) 2;ß 2J r 2 /4
I/J = f dEI (25)




ß I 4kTEo (26)=
A
Thus levels associated with l~1 are treated as Doppler-broadened,
non-interfering resonances. The total cross section 0T1 contains
also the potential-scattering term for p-wave scattering. Poten-
tial scattering for l~2 and potential-resonance interference for
l~1 is neglected. The quantity kT in Eq. (26) is the Lamb-
corrected (Ref. 9) sample temperature in energy units, Eo the
resonance energy and A the nuclear mass devided by the neutron
masse
The cross sections are then





The cross section parameters are (for each isotope, spin and
parity)
- the potential-scattering parameters
Rj and SoJ for the s-wave channel (s) (cf. Eqs. ( 16), (17)),
R1 for the p-wave (Eq. (22)),
- the resonance parameters
EA, rAn' r An " rAY and, if fn,+o,the relative signs
sgn(r~~2r~~~) = sgn(yAny An ,).
For non-monotopic sampIes the isotopic cross sections must, of
course, be multiplied by the appropriate abundances (and, in
the case of Gy' by the detection efficiencies) and summed over
all isotopes present in the sampIe, as explained in the next
section.
2.4 Capture yields
The capture yield can be written asa collision series,
( 30)
where the subscripts 0, 1, 2, ••• refer to the number of scattering
collisions after which capture occurs. In order to be more
specific we need
- the probability exp(-no T) for a neutron to traverse without
interaction a layer of material of thickness n (atoms/b);
- the probability dn(don/dQ)dn that scattering into a solid-
angle element dn occurs within an infinitesimal sampIe layer dn;
- the corresponding probability dno y for capture in a layer dn.
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We can then write, for a sampIe of uniform thickness n, and
cross sections a T , da IdO, ° for the incident energy,n y
n -n'o
Yo = Je Tdn 'ar
0
n -n'o dan n 1 -n'1 oT1 ,
Y1 = Je Tdn , JdO J e dn 10 1
0 41T dO o y
n -n'o dan n -n'a da n2 -n2oT2
Y2 = Je Tdn , JdO J1 e 1 T1 dn1 Jdn1~ J e dn20 2
0 4'1T dO o 41T dn 1
o y
etc. ( 31)
where the subscripts 1,2, ••• refer to the number of preceding
scattering collisions. The cross sections 0Tk' a yk , donk/dn k
depend on the neutron energy after k scattering collisions, which
in turn depends on the angles and nuclear masses involved in
all preceding collisions. Similarly the maximum material thick-
ness nk that a neutron can traverse without interaction after
the k-th scattering collision depends on the spatial and angular
coordinates of all k preceding collisions.
Performing the last integration in each term Yk one finds
-na 0
Yo = (1-e T) -'1.
°T
-na a -n ° °
>1
Y1
T n «1-e 1 T1) --I.!= (1-e )
°T °T1








denote averages over all possible scattering angles 0k and azi-
muths ~k (dn k = d(cOS0k)d~k) and all possible places for the k-tfi
collision, the freguency distributions on the right-hand side of
Eg. (33) being properly normalized to unity. The upper limit nko Tk
for the spatial distribution of interaction points along the
neutron trajectory is just the maximum number of mean free paths
that a neutron can traverse before the k-th collision, i.e. the
distance between the (k-1)-th collision point (or, for k=1, the
entrance point) and the sample surface. The guantities occuring
in Eg. (32) can be interpreted as "thin sample" scattering and
capture yields nkonk and nko yk , corrected for beam attenuation
(self-shielding) by the factors (1-exp(-nkoTk))/(nkoTk).
Since each average <... ) k implies three integrations as shown
by Eg. (33) the dimensionality of the integrals to be calculated
for Yk increases rapidly with k, and only the first-collision






Already the second-collision yield looks rather
the simple case of infinite-slab geometry:
1_et - t '
(1----
with
t == sgn ~.noT'
nOT1t' _ sgn ~.'-­
~
(35)
where ~ is the eosine of the scattering angle and p(~)d~ the
probability for ~ in d~.
Higher-order terms in the collision expansion are increasingly
more complicated functionals of the cross sections 0T' on' Gy.
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2.4 Monte Carlo calulation of multiple-collision yields
The Monte Carlo method is best suited to calculate multi-
dimensional integrals like those in Eqs. 32. In our case
one has tosimulate a sufficient number of multiple-collision
events by sampling the neutron beam profile for the entry
point and then, for successive collisions, the path length




the c.m.s. scattering angle e c from
(O<s'<s), (36)
the azimuth ~c from
(-1<1l ECOSe <1). (37)- c c-'
p(~c)d~c = __1 d~2'IT c (O<~ <2'IT) •- C ( 38)
In writing down Eq. 37 we assumed isotropic c.m.s. scattering.
In this case the simplest sampling technique is applicable
to all three distributions: One samples a distribution p(x)dx
by generating a random number P between 0 and 1 and solving
the equation
x
P = I P (x ' ) dx ' (39)o
for x. From the sampled c.m.s. quantities llc and ~c one
gets the corresponding quantities in the lab system,
and the new energy
-14-





Although EqS. 40-42 are valid only for target nuclei at rest
and purely elastic scattering they are used in FANAC for
target nuclei in thermal motion and also for inelastic
collisions. Now Monte Carlo tests with the TACASI code
(Ref. 4) showed that in the absence of inelastic processes
the stationary-target approximation does not lead to
significant errors in multiple-collision capture yield
calculations even for very thick sarnples, except perhaps
for very light sample nuclei (see Ref. 4). Application of
Eqs. 40-42 to inelastic collisions, however, has no justi-
fication other .than convenience and the fact that for light
and medium-weight nuclei inelastic scattering in the keV re-
gion is usually much less probable than elastic scattering.
The FANAC code must therefore be used with caution if both
inelastic scattering and multiple collisions are important,
i •e • i f ° , ~. ° >> ° and nOT > 1.nv n y '"
Once the point of collision and the angles are established
for the k-th collision one can calculate EI and find the
corresponding cross sections 0Tk=oT (~I ), 0nk= on (E I) and
0Yk=Oy(E'). The sample thickness nk to the surface is ob-
tained as follows:
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The polar angle 0 was introduced above as the lab scattering
angle. This implies use of a reference frame which has its
polar axis parallel to the pre-collision velocity of the neu-
tron. For the calculation of nk , however,a lab reference frame
is needed in which the sampIe surface has a simple description.
We therefore take as the lab system a reference frame which
has its z-axis coincident with the axis of the cylindrical disc
sampIe. The transformation between both reference frames can be
established as folIows.
Let the neutron directions before and after the collision be
given by the unit vectors n and n,. In order to calculate the
co-ordinates of n' from those of n and from the scattering
angles Sand <I> we introdüce an intermediate reference frame..
which has its z-axis parallel to 0, so that
0=(0,0,1),
0'= (sinS cos<j>, sinS sin<j>, cosS).
In the lab system we introduce polar co-ordinates by
writing (see Fig. 1)
(43 )
(44)
Nowa unit vector can be brought from the position (0,0,1)
into the position (sin~ cosn, sin~ sin~, cos~) by two successive
rotations (Fig. 2):














(2) rotation about the zll-axis, through an angle n,











Combining the two transformations and expressing the polar
+
coordinates of 0 by its Cartesian coordinates,
0









we find eventually the lab coordinates of 0'
0' o 0 (1_0 2) -1/ 2 -0 (1_0 2)-1/2 °xx X Z z y z
0' = o 0 (1_0 2)-1/2 o (1_0 2)-1/2 0 (49 )Y y z z x z y
0' _(1_0 2)+1/2 0 Oz cos6z z











Now we can calculate nkoTk , the number of mean free paths in the
direction Q between the last collision point, (xo,yo,zo)' and








Let the surfaces of the cylindrical-disc sample be given by






where all distances are expressed in units of atoms/b.
The point where the neutron trajectory intersects the cylinder
is defined by the solution of Eqs. 51, 52 and 55,
x ::::: Xo + 0' dox,
y ::::: Yo + 0 d (56)Y 0,
z ::::: Zo + 0 dz 0
y] 2 '
with do
::::: b +ac-b (57)
a
and a ::::: 02+0 2 , (58 )x Y
b ::::: Xo o +y 0 , (59)x 0 Y
2 2 2 (60)c ::::: r -x -yo 0
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The quantity da is just the distance to the cylinder surface.
This must be compared to the distance to the front face,
, (61)




imin (d,d1 1 if nz < ° ,
nk = do if nz = ° , (63)min(d,d2) if nz > °
if nz>o, the smaller quantity being the distance nk (in
atoms/b) that the neutron must traverse before it can escape
from the
ODe can now 90mpute the quantities
and eventually the products
(64)
whose average over many such simulated multiple-collisions
events constit~s the Monte Carlo estimate of Yk.
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2.5 Detector efficiencies
For non-monotopicsamples ·the cross sections from which
the capture yields must be calculated are actually abundance-
weighted sums over all isotopes present in the sample,
0T = EatoTi , 0x = Eaioxi ' with the exception of the capture
cross section for which the weighting must also account for
the usual isotope dependence of the capture detector efficiency
(see e.g. Ref. 10). The required quantity is not the yield it-
self but rather the "observable yield", YEEEYiEi' It is ob-
tained if the cross section for detected capture, 0yE:=I:aj; 0y i Ei'
is used instead of 0y=I:aioyi • For nuclei with low level density
(in the light-to-medium mass range or near closed shells) cap-
ture y-ray spectra fluctuate significantly from resonance to
resonance. The efficiencies Ei depend therefore on energy if
the capture detector is sensitive to these fluctuations. To
the extent that level-level interference may be neglected for
the capture cross section one can assume a different y-ray
spectrum and hence a different efficiency associated with each
resonance. The efficiency to be used at a given energy is then
I: E V . 0YA
Ei = A:..:-.. _
I:
A ay A
where each aYA is a single-level










where ~L is the thickness of the capture sampIe and ~t the
observed half width (FWHM) of the y peak in the time-of-flight
spectrum resulting from photons produced in the accelerator
target together with each neutron pulse. This form of the re-
solution function accounts for
(1) finite burst width of the accelerator-pulsed
neutron source (~t)
(2) finite channel width of the flight time analyzer (~t),
(3) flight path differences due to finite sampIe
thickness (~L),
(4) effects of detector size such as path differences of
capture gamma rays and scintillation photons (~t),
(5) electronic time jitter (~t).
1/2 -1-~The constants c 1 = 2/3 and c 2 = (60.259 MeV ns m )
guarantee the correct variance.
3. The Code
The modular structure of the FANAC code is shown in Fig. 3.
The main program is essentiallyaseries of CALL statements
for the various subroutines, with a loop on iterations. The
iterative least-squares procedure stops when either the
maximum number of iterations specified in the input is com-
pleted or chi-squared remains essentially unchanged in successive
iterations, as explained in Sect. 1, Eqs. 3,4. Then input for
another similar job can be read in.
-21-
3.1 Subroutines
Although comments are generously used throughout the code
(see Appendix) abrief description of the various subroutines
may help to understand their functions.
CARDIN
CARDIN is called by the main program to read card input and
to print sample and time-of-flight run specifications. Spin
factors and compound spins are calculated. Then subroutine
PAROUT (see below) is called to print the cross section
parameter input. In the present version of the FANAC code
CARDIN also calls a special subroutine, ETEC, that corrects
truncation errors in channel energies caused by the data
acquisition system. If the input energies are free of such
errors one can eliminate subroutine ETEC and the associated
CALL -.and-WR!-T-E- statements in CARDIN (cards2240 to 2-190) •
INDEX
This subroutine provides, for each isotope and compound
spin,subscripts structuring the one-dimensional arrays con-
taining the cross section parameters and their uncertainties:
MP(I,J) is the subscript of the first of two
potential-scattering parameters (the two
are distant-level strength function and
effective nuclear radius),
MR(I,J) is the subscript of the first resonance
parameter (there are four for each reson-
ance, Eo ' rn,rn , and r y )
for the I-th isotope and the J-th compound spin.
Cross section parameters are counted;
MX is their total number,
MA is the number of those which must be adjusted.
CONIJ




is a constant which multiplied by I:E gives
the Doppler width 6 (see Eq. 26),
2 2and CG(I,J) give 2n~ ag~ and n~ ag
J
after






converts energies and resonance widths from keV to MeV
calculates the adjusted quantities r~/2 and r~{2 from
input quantities r n and r I' taking over the signs so that1/2 1/2 nr n = sgn r n ' sgn rnl = sgn rnl •
CONE
This subroutine, called by the main program, calculates for
each iteration the coefficients
AlJV = I: ~
Yi,v
(69),




i <Sn i <Sn i
of the normal equations
(71)
for the linearized least-squares problem, where
is the-initial approximation to the
v-th adjusted parameter,
the improved value to be calculated,
the i-th calculated capture yield
its derivative with respect to the lJ-th
adjusted parameter,
the i-th observed capture yield and
its uncertainty.
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The Yi and Yi,l.l ~re calculated by numeri? broadening of
yields and yield derivatives obtained ~romthe subroutines
PRY, SEY and MUY. Strictly speaking the dßrivatives y. 11
~, ...
are taken as those of the primary yields because of the
difficulty to get derivatives from Monte Carlo calculations.
This is tantamount to neglect of errors and uncertainties
in calculated multiple collision yields,so that
(ni-Yi)/o ~=(noi-Yoi)/oni • In other words, measured yields
are reduced in each step to primary yields by subtraction of
calculated multiple-collision contributions. The resulting
primary yields are then fitted by parameter adjustment.
The required resolution function values come from the sub-
routines TGAUSS 'or CHISQ4. Nurneric integration according
to Simpson's rule is performed by subroutine SIMP. Further-
more CONE prints a table of measured and calculated yields
',(for details see Sect. 3.3 below),.
PRY
PRY produces unbroadened pr~mary capture yields (Yo in Eq. 32)
and derivatives for the calling subroutine CONE. First an
equidistant energy grid is established on the basis of the
smallest resolution and Doppler width encountered. The grid
is chosen so that for each incident energy E at least five
integrand points are available between E-6 and E+6 for the
resolution broadening, 6 being the Doppler width. If the
resolution width and/or the energy interval to be analysed
is very much larger than 6 it may happen that the number
of grid points exceeds the available storage (201 points
within six resolution widths, a total of 2048 grid points) •
In this case the Doppler width is artificlally 1ncreased
until the narrow resonances are sufficiently broad to
allow an adequate description with the available number of
grid points. This leaves s-wave results unaffected but
p-wave results only to the extent that sample-thickness effects
are small. It should be realized that such an artificial raise
in temperature tends to increase the primary yield because
the self-shielding factor (1-exp (-noT))/(noT ) across a narrow
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resonance increases. On the other hand multiple-collision
yields are reduced because the sample becomes more trans-
parent in the peak region. Thus a partial compensation could
be expected even in cases where the sample is not "thin"
(noT «1) at resonance. For narrow levels, whose width is much
smaller than the average neutron energy loss per collision
(6 2+(f/2)2«(2E/A )2), the self-shielding effect predominates,
however, and the peak area parameters gf f Ir calculated withn y
artificially raised temperature are somewhat too small.
If the limitation to 2048 internal grid points causes the
difficulties one can avoid temperature readjustment by reducing
the analysis interval, treating only one resonance at a
time in the extreme case.
The internal grid extends beyond the boundaries of the
analysis region in order to allow proper resolution
broadening and multiple-collision treatment at these boundaries.
Ater having established the internal grid PRY calculates
observable primary yields including efficiencies and their
derivatives for all grid points. The required cross sections
and c~oss section derivatives come from subroutine XSECT,
efficiency weighting factors (Eq.6S) from subroutine EFFI
(see below) •
SEY
SEY, called from CONE, calculates secondary yields according
to Eq. 34 for all internal grid points. Since Eq. 34 is
approximate and neglects effects of lateral sample exten~
sion and higher-order collisions the results are only used
as weights for importance sampling in the Monte Carlo
subroutine MUY.
MUY
MUY simulates multiple-collision events and calculates
multiple-collision yields for all internal grid energies.
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The principle of importanee sampling is applied. This means
that small ~apture yield contributions are eomputed with
lower statistical aeeuraey (less neutron histories) than
large eontributions, in order to keep eosts low. One tries
to maximize the aeeuraey of EkYk with the eonstraint
EkNk=N, where the subseript k=O,1,2, ••• gives the number of
eompleted seattering eollisions, Nk is the number of simu-
lations for the k-th order eapture- yield Yk and N the total
number of simulations.With the plausible assumption that
the aeeuraey of Yk is proportional to 1/~ one gets, by
solving the extremum problem,
(72)
Aeeordingly the initial number of histories for each grid
point is taken as
(73)
max Y1
where No' the maximum number of simulations per grid point,
is specified in the input and pertains to the energy point
where Y1 has its maximum (In order to get suffieient
statisties N1 is set equal to 10 if Eq. 73 gives less).
For higher-order eollisions (k>1) Nk+1 can be estimated





For Yk > Yk-1 one encounters difficulties since not enough
pre-collision angles, coordinates and energies are stored.
In order to avoid "splitting" /Ref. 11/ we set
(75)
MUY starts the simulations of N, multiple-collision events
by sampling for each one the profile of the incident beam:
The neutron density in the beam is taken as constant up to
a certain fraction (EDGE) of the sample radius, as zero
beyond. (In the present version EDGE is set equal to 0.8) •
After having thus established the points of incidence MUY
samples coordinates and angles for N1 first collisions.
Scattering is taken as isotropie in the center-of-mass
system as mentioned before. The new energies (Eq. 42) and
the corresponding cross sections are found next, the latter
by linear interpolation between stored values. The new
direction eosines (Eq. 40,41,49) and the number of mean free
paths, n 1oT1 , between the COllisio~oints and the sample
surface (Eq. 56-63) are then calculated. Finally the scattered
and captured fractions of the incident neutrons can be com~
puted. Averaging the latter over all N, first collisions one
gets the desired Monte Carlo estimate of Y,.
After establishing, on the basis of Y" the number N1 of
second collisions to be simulated /Eq.74/ the computation
proceeds in exact analogy to second, then to third etc. colli-
sions until, after k collisions, Nk+, drops below 0.5, or
until the 20th collision is completed.
For the relatively short flight paths used in Van-de-Graaff
measurements the times spent by neutrons inside the sample
may constitute noticeable fractions of the total registered
flight times. Therefore MUY keeps track of these time delays
and deposits calculated yields in correspondingly shifted
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energy bins, applying some additional spreading so that
the statistical fluctuations of the Monte Carlo results are
smoothed out to a certain degree.
A last point should be mentioned. For the multiple-collision
simulation the atomic weight of all sampie nuclei is
taken as the same, namely as that of the first isotope in
the input. The small errors introduced in lab scattering
angles and energies (cf. Eqs. 41,43) are usuS1lly tolerable
in view of the other approximations invoked. If hydrogen or
other very light nuclei contribute significantly to multiple
scattering, however, it may be necessary to take the pre-
dominant scatterer as the first isotope in the input.
For users of the TACASI code (Ref. 4) it may be pointed out
that the method adopted in MUY corresponds to the "FS-mode"
(finite sampie, stationary target nuclei) in TACASI.
EFFI
Subroutine EFFI, called by PRY in case not all resonance
efficiencies are equal, provides energy-dependent effi-
ciencies according to Eq. 65.
XSECT
Subroutine XSECT, called by PRY, calculates the required
cross sections, cross section derivatives and transmission
values for a given energy. Cross sections for the pure first
isotope are also calculated for purpose ofimpurity correc-
tion.The formalism utilized for partial waves with 1=0 and
1>1 is described in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2 above. The inverse of
the matrix 1-iK «cf. Eq. 19) and its derivative.s are furnished
by the subroutine KMAT.
KMAT
Subroutine KMAT, called by XSECT, calculates K-matrix elements
-1(Eq. 20), their derivatives and the elements of (1-iK) •
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CHOBAN
The solution of the system of normal equations (71) for the
improved parameter vector requires inversion of the matrix
(A~v). This is accomplished by the subroutine CHOBAN. The
method employed is that of Choleski and Banachiewicz as
described e.g. in Ref. 12. The result is the covariance
matrix (B~V>.
ADJ
The improved parameter vector is calculated in subroutine
ADJ by multiplication of the covariance matrix (B~v) in-
to the deviation vector c~ ('Eq. 70) and addition of the
resulting adjustment vector to the unadjusted parameter
vector. The uncertainties of the adjusted parameters are
calculated as
(76)
where X2 is the sum of squared deviations over all N
utilized data points and M the number of adjusted
parameters.
For strong multiple-collision capture the convergence could
be improved if the adjustment vector was reduced by 20-30 %
in each step. In the present FANAC version the reduction
factor (BODGE) is set equal to 0.75 (see DATA statement).
KEV
The subroutine KEV converts energies and resonance widths
back to keV prior to printing and plotting.
YPLOT
Plots of the results are prepared by subroutine YPLOT which
calls a standard plotting subroutine PLOTA in use at the
Karlsruhe nuclear research center ( Ref. 1 ). The meaning of
the arguements of PLOTA is explained on comment cards (see
appendix) in order to facilitate replacement of PLOTA by
equivalent plotting subroutines elsewhere.
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PAROUT
At the start and after each iteration the cross section
parameters and associated information such as abundances,
atomic weigths, spin quantum numbers etc. are printed by
PAROUT as illustrated in Sect. 3.3 below.
SIMP
The subroutine SIMP performs integrations according to
Simpson's rule. It is utilized in the resolution-broadening
calculation in CONE.
VOIGT
The subroutine VOIGT is an adaptation of the subroutine
PSIXI of the group-constant programm MIGROS (Ref. 13). It
calculates the symmetrie and asymmetrie Doppler-broadened
line shape functions (Voigt profiles)
1jdx,ß) 1 Jm dx' [ x-x' 2J 1 (77)= -exp -(--)-00 1+x,2liT ß ß
</> (x,ß) 1 Joo dx' [_ (x-X" ) 2] x· (77' )= - exp 1+x,2-00fi ß ß
that are needed in subroutine XSECT for the description
of narrow resonances as described in Sect. 2.2 above,
and for calculation of the associated cross section deri-
vatives. The calculation is based on the representation
2 2 1+x2+ß 2y200 -yljJ(x,ß) = '0 dy e (78 )(1_x2+ß2y2)2+4x2 ,l1T





where y = (x'-x)/ß. The numerical integration is performed




which means unless Doppler broaderiing is very small
(~~0.1 f) and the energy very far from the peak, the follow-
ing correction terms are added:
o<!> = 2fi x
2-1 sinE; (e_·l'l-'cosl;) +cosgsinl;exp(----n) -2 ., -n . 2 2




2x= ß2 n =
2'ii"
ß~y
, I; = 2'1fx
ß~y
(81)
This subroutine yields values of a truncated Gaussian dis-
tribution, normalized to unity, for the resolution-broaden-
ing calculation. The truncation limits are at + 2·/2
standard deviations from the center.
CHISQ4
This subroutine is included in the present description to
show the use of a skew resolution function, in this case
ofax2-distribution with four degrees of freedom. It was
actually applied to certain Fe-56 data, as shown by
the call statement in subroutine CONE (the atomic weight,
56, was used as the criterion). With the information given
in the cornrnents it is easy to change the subroutine so as
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to produce x2-distributions with other degrees of freedom,
i.e. different skewness.
RANDOM
This function calls a(pseudo-)random-number generator
(RANDU for IBM installations., for instance) and yields
random numbers between 0 and 1. If necessary, RANDU can
be replaced by an equivalent random number generator.
3.2 Input description
All numeric input must be given as FORTRAN-readable
floating-point numbers. The present version of the pro-
gram uses card input. As a rule 10 card columns are re-
served for each number (the exception being the last two
items on "resonance cards", see below). Within this field
the number can be placed arbitrarily in F format, for E
format the usual rules apply. This structure permits com-
plete ommission of resonances or of data points from the
input. One can easily change the number of resonances or
data points by simply adding or removing input cards.
Isotopic or spin reassigment of a given resonance requires
nothing but repositioning of one "resonance card" in the
input deck.
All energies must be given in keV, all channel radii in
fm, all flight-time increments in ns, all lengths (flight
paths, sample dimensions) in m. If other units are pre-
ferred it is easy to change the corresponding input and
output formats by means of FORTRAN scale factors (along
with the units in the printed table headings).
Input formats are essentially the same as for the FANAL
code (Ref. 2) so that the same "isotope", "potential-
scattering" and "resonance cards" (see below)' can be used
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for both codes. This has proved very convenient for parallel
shape analysis of both capture and transmission data.
Each potential-scattering or resonance parameter is followed
by an initial "uncertainty". If this uncertainty is set
equal to zero the associated parameter is treated as
constant, otherwise the parameter is adjusted in each
iterative step.
The fact that the same input structure is used both in
FANAL und FANAC is the reason that certain parameters such
as distant-level strength functions or effective radii
can be declared as adjustable although this is not prac-
tical in capture data analysis since capture yields de-
pend on these quantities only weakly through self-shield-
ing factors and multiple-collision yields.
The card input is structured as follows.
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1st Card (Title Card)
Columns 1 - 80 Arbitrary alphameric text. This text
appears on the print-out and also on
the plots.











Lower boundary Emin (keV),
upper boundary Emax (keV) of the range
of explicitly treated resonances, i.e.
of the range for which the extracted
parameters(including the distant-level
strength function and the effective nuclear
radius, Egs. 15-17) are valid. Note that
ßE and E in Eg. 15 are calculated as
ßE=E -Ei' E=(E +E. )/2.max m n max m1n
Effective temperature T(K), cf.Eg. 26,
taken as the same for all isotopes.
Largest relative variation 8X 2 /X 2 between
sucessive iterations (cf.Eq. 3) which is
considered as sufficient to terminate the
iterative process and to declare convergence
achieved (values of order 1 to 5 % were
found to be reasonable).
Maximum number of iterations to be
followed through.
3rd Card (Isotope Card)
The isotope which contributes most to multiple-collision capture
should come first, as its atomic mass is used to determine all
energy losses and lab angles.
Columns 1 - 10 Isotopic abundance a of the first sample
nuclide (i.e. fraction of sample atoms be-








Atomic mass of first sample nuclide divided
by neutron mass (it is usually sufficient
to use simply the nucleon number A) •
Nuclear spin quantum number I of the first
nuclide.
Effective nuclear radius R'1 (fm) for
p-wave scattering of the first nuclide
(see Eq. 22).











Effective s-wave strength function SI+1/2
of first nuclide. (SI+1/2 and R'I+1/2
determine the influence of distant levels
on s-wave scattering, see Eqs. 15-17).
Initial uncertainty+) of SI+1/2.
Effective radius R'I+1/2(fm) of first nuclide
(see Eq. 16).
Initial uncertainty+) of R'I+1/2.
Threshold EI +1/ 2 (keV) for first inelastic
channel, first isotope, compound spin
1+1/2 (see text below Eq. 10).

















Resonance energy E (keV), lab system,
0+)
Initial uncertainty of Eo '
Neutron width r (keV),
n +)
Initial uncertainly of Eo '
partial width for inelastic scattering
r n , (keV) with the sign of YnY n , (see text
after Eq. 10),
Initial uncertainty+) of r n "
Radiation width r (keV).
Y +)
Initial uncertainty of ry.
+)
The preceding parameter is kept constant if the uncertainty
is zero, otherwise·it is adjusted.
Columns 76 - 80
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Detection efficiency E ('see Eq. 65 where
this quantity 1s denoted by E iA ), may
include gamma ray absorption, gamma
spectrum fraction above detector threshold,
intrinsic detector efficiency etc.
As a rule the smallest partial width should be varied (if
necessary), otherwise convergence may be bad.
A similar "resonance card ll follows for each s-wave resonance
w1th spin 1+1/2 belonging to the first isotope. If this isotope
has non-zero ground state spin, s-wave neutrons can excite
also resonances with spin 1-1/2. For this second possible
compound spin a similar set of cards must be prepared,
consisting of at least a "potential-scattering card" and
optionally a number o~ Ilresonance cards ll • If, for a given
isotope and compound spin, no "resonance cards" are en-
countered, only the potential-scattering cross section is
calaulated.
So-called p-,d-, ... wave levels, i.e. resonances which can
only be excited by neutrons with 1~1, 1~2, ••• , must be
treated as levels of additional (pseudo-) isotopes, with
vanishing s-wave scattering (SJ=R'J=O). For each occurring
spin factor gJ there must be one pseudo-isotope, with I
(ground state spin quantum number) set equal to zero and
the abundance set equal to gJa (a: true abundance). In Sect. 4
below this is illustrated for p- and d-wave levels of 56Fe+n
(gJ=1,2 and 3). For most levels with 1~1, however, spins are
unknown and only the combination gJrnry/r can be estimated
from the capture data. One must then use average values for
gJ and r y to calculate the corresponding r n and use these
figures as input (see the example in Sect. 4). This is quite
adequate if self-shielding and (multiple) scattering are un-
important (noT«1) or dominated by s-wave scattering
(oT1«oTO ' Eq. 27). In this case the capture yields depend
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mainly on gJf f /f, i.e. on the "unshielded" resonance area.n y
For thick samples and relatively small s-wave cross sections,
however, it can make a difference whether a resonance with given
peak area is treated as narrow and high (large gJ) or as
broad and low (small gJ).
1f the capture sample contains other isotopes (sample impurities,
oxygen in oxides, hydrogen in adsorbed moisture etc.) com-
pletely analogous input cards must be prepared for each nuclide:
an "isotope card" followed by a "potential-scattering card"
plus "resonance cards" (optional) for 1+1/2, then for 1-1/2
if 1>0. Up to ten isotopes and pseudo-isotopes can be handled.
The cards specifying the cross section parameters are followed
by other cards carrying information for up to five time-of-
flight runs. For each run one needs a "sample card", a
"time-of-flight card", "capture yield data cards" and one
blank card:
Sample Card
Columns 1 - 10
11 - 20
Sample thickness n (atoms/b), i.e. total
number of sample atoms per barn.












Flight path L (m), to mid-plane of sample.
Sample thickness 6L (m), see Eq. 67.
Full width at half maximum of gamma peak,
6t (ns), see Eq. 67.
maximum number No of Monte Carlo multiple-
collision event simulations per energy point,
see Eq. 73.
Time shift (ns) to correct for small
time-zero channel differences between
time-of-flight runs (can usually be left blank) •
Capture Yield Card
Columns 1 - 10 Energy Ei (keV)
11 - 20 Capture yield divided by sample "thickness",
lli /n (b) •
21 - 30 Uncertainty <5 ~/n (b) .
31 - 40 Energy Ei +1 (keV) •
41 - 50 Capture yield divided by sample "thickness",
ni+1 /n (b)".
51 - 60 Uncertainty <5 '1+1 In (b) •
Thus two data points including their uncertainties can be put
on each "capture yield card". Up to 512 experimental points
(total for all TOF runs) can be simultaneously fitted. It is
to be noted that energies are given explicitly, i.e. regularity
or equidistance on a time-of-flight scale is not required
(in contrast to the FANAL code, Ref. 2). Pairs of data points
not to be used for the fit can thus be taken out quite easily.
The last capture yield card from a given time-of-flight run
(which may contain a single data point) must be followed by
a blank card. Two blank cards signal the end of the whole
input.
Input for other calculations may follow, i.e. problems can
be stacked.
In addition to the card input there are a few quantities
which are specified by DATA or other statements in the program:
the adjustment reduction factor FUDGE in subroutine ADJ
(DATA statement) ,
the ratio of beam radius to sample radius, EDGE, in
subrouti?e MUY (DATA statement) ,
the minimum number of first collisions per grid energy
in subroutine MUY (card no. 11830).
The constants A,B,C in subroutine CHISQ4 refer to 4




The output consists of print-out and plots.
The print-out shows first the contents of "title", "isotope",
"potential-scattering", "resonance" and "time-of-flight" cards
and some additional derived information such as compound spins.
This is followed by tables of measured and calculated capture
cross section data (observed yields divided by sample "thickness"
y/n and capture cross sections Gy). These quantities are cal-
culated for the sample composition and include detector
efficiencies.Subsequently the values of the squared-error sum
2 ! 2 'X and of Gauss' error adjustment factor X /(N-M) are printed
(N: number of data prints, M: number of adjusted parameters).
For a good fit the error adjustment factor should be close to 1.
Ater that one gets a table with the adjusted and constant
parameters and their uncertainties. The latter are the square
roots of the corresponding diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix, multiplied by the error adjustment factor. The co-
variance matrix elements result from the experimental uncer-
tainties by normal error propagation (in linear approximation) ,
the error adjustment factor characterizes the goodness of the fit.
If the maximum number of iterative steps exceeds 1 a similar
printout (yield table plus improved parameters) is obtained
for each completed step. If the number is set equal to 1 the
cross section of the pure first isotope is also calculated.
In this way the code can be used to generate and plot Doppler-
broadened cross sections corrected for all experimental effects
such as sample impurities, instrumental resolution, detector
efficienc~ self-shielding, and multiple scattering.
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For each iterative step a plot is produced which contains all
experimental points and their error bars together with the cal-
culated values in curve form. The text of the title card
appears under each plot. If only one iteration is requested a
second plot is obtained showing the Doppler-broadened capture
cross section of the pure first isotope.
For the last set of parameters neither capture yield nor x2
values are calculated, printed or plotted. If the convergence
criterion, Eq. 3, with reasonably chosen E is satisfied there
should be no significant change with respect to the preceding
step.
4. Example
Fig. 4 shows the input cards for a realistic fitting problem
which illustrates most features of FANAC:
Data from two measurements, taken with the same Fe203 sample
enriched to 99.7 % 56Fe but with slightly different resolution,
were to be analyzed between 21.6 and 41.1 keV (for experimental
details see Ref. 3, 14). The range of explicitly treated 56Fe_
resonances with 1=0 (including a subthreshold level at -3.9 keV)
was taken as -6 to 100 keV, the effective temperature as 300 K
and the convergence threshold ( E in Eq. 3) as 3 %.
The cards for s-wave levels are followed by those for narrow
resonances with 1>1 which are represented as levels of three
fictitious isotopes with target spin zero and abundance of
0.997 = 99.7 % (for gJ=1~, 2·0.997 = 1.994 (for gJ=2) and
3·0.997 = 2.991 (for gJ=3),as explained in the input des-
cription (Sect. 3.2). Potential scattering for 1=1 is re-
presented by an effective nuclear radius of 5.4 fm of the
first fictitious isotope.
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The only important impurity was oxygen. Its smooth cross section
is specified by a potential-scattering card without resonance
cards following. Its relative abundance is 1.5 corresponding
tothe stoichiometric ratio in Fe 20 3 . This means that the
sample thickness must be given in Fe-atoms per barn. Alter-
natively one could have given the total number of all (iron
and oxygen)nuclei per barn in the sample along with relative
56abundances of (2/5) ·O.997·gJ for Fe and 3/5 for oxygen.
Sample, run and capture yield cards for the utilized two
time-of-flight runs follow.
Fig. 5-7 show the cross section parameter input and the tables
with measured and calculated yields and cross sections (in-
clusive of detector efficiencies) as they are printed by the
computer.Fig.8 shows the corresponding plots. Convergence, i.e.
less than 5 % variation of X2 , was formally reached after four
iterations. The final value IX2/(M-N) = 1.288 is close enough
to unity to indicate that input data, input errors and mathe-
matical model (cross section formalism, multiple-collision
treatment, resolution function) are reasonably consistent
with each other. A slightly better X2 might be achieved with
a more exact resolution function, but no significant change in
resonance parameters is expected.
A few words on input preparation may be appropriate.
First estimates of the resonance energies were obtained directly
from the capture data by inspection. The starting value for the
radiation width of the broad s-wave resonance near 27.6 keV
was taken from the "barn book" (Ref. 15). The peak area para-
meters gJrnry/r of the narrow levels were estimated from the






where the sum extends over the peak, 6E is the spacing of the
data points near the peak, X2 is calculated at resonance and
the other symbols have the same meaning as before (a: abundance,
e:: detection efficiency for the resonance). From a Bayesia,n
;~alYSiS of available values of gJfn' gJfy and gJfnfy If for
Fe+n the radiation widths for p- and d- wave resonances were
known to be close to 0.33 and 0.6 eV, respectively. The same
type of analysis was used to select spins and parities by
Monte Carlo sampling. The resulting gJ and f y were then used
to calculate the input values of f n from the estimated gJfnfy/f.
For each observed resonance the smaller of the two partial widths
was adjusted. The efficiency factors assigned to individual
resonances were estimated from observed capture gamma ray.
spectra. They also include an estimated correction for quasi-
prompt capture of resonance-scattered neutrons in the immediate
vicinity of the sample ('Cf. Refs. 3,10) •
The print-out shows that the temperature was raised artifi-
cially to 6368 K in order to avoid difficulties with the
equidistant internal energy grid as explained in Sect. 3.1
(subroutine PRY). One can treat the narrow resonances se-
parately to avoid or at least reduce this automatie temperature
change. Taking for example only the data between 22.1 and 23.2
keV, i.e. analyzing only the peak near 22.75 keV, one gets a
much smaller change to only 1171 K. Nevertheless, the resulting
gJrnfy/r is essentially unchanged.
A similar insensitivity exists with respect to the correct
spin factor: if all spin factors are set equal to 1 (i.e.
all narrow levels are assigned to the same fictitious isotope
with a = 0.997) the results are essentially unchanged. The
reason is the same as before: In our example s-wave scattering
56 16of Fe and 0 predominates evan near the peaks of the narrow
levels. Therefore changes in gJ or in the temperature, which
otherwise would affect the peak area through the beam-attenuation
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factor (1-exp(-noT) /(n~), have no great influence. In other
cases, however, where s-wave scattering does not predominate,
spin and (unless r«~) temperature effects may be important.
Multiple-collision contributions in this example are seen to
be of the order of few percent near the peaks of the narrow
resonances but quite substantial near the broad peak near
27.6 keV and in the valleys between resonances.
The CPU time for the whole job (3 iterations, 12 adjusted
parameters, a maximum of 30 Monte Carlo multiple-collision
event simulations per grid point) was 3 min ]9 sec on an
IBM/370-168 computer. The memory space required was 476 k bytes.
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- -'Figure 1. Neutron directions n, n (before and after collis ion, resp.)
and angles C TI, ~, cp, and their positions relative to the
laboratory system (x, y, z) and to the system 5" (Xli, y", z"),




Figure 2. Two-step rotation of a vector from the position (0, 0, 1)




























Fig. 3 FANAC program structure
Fig. 4 -- Card input for analysis of two sets
of capture yield data taken with the
same Fe 03 sample enriched to 99.7 %
56Fe but slightly differing resolution.
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-48-
FE-56{N,GAMMAh' 0.009924 FE-Al./B, FAt-IAC TEST PROBLEM, 11.5.18
EXPLICIT-RE'SO~A...:r RA~GE: -100.000 ••• 100.000 KEV
EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE: 30~.0 KELVIN
HAXIHUM TOLERA"LE CHI"2 CHANGE: 0.0500 (RELATIVE I
HAX. NlJMBER OF ITERATIVE ST~PS; 5.
SPECIFICATIONS oF UTlLlZEO MEASURFMENTS:
c==:= ===:: =::======= == ==:= ==::: ===::::=:= == =:::: == ==::
MHENT. SAMPLJ: SAHPLE FL IGHT
NO. THICKNESS RADllIS PATH













FWHM HONTE TlHE SHIFT
GAMMA PEAK CARLO CORRECTION




c:::::: ============ ==== ==:==:::
ABUN- ATOHIC TARGET P-WAVE COMP. S-WAVE S-WAVE INE L. RESONANCE PARTIAL WIDTHS FOR DETEC1.
DANCE WEIGHT SP IN RADIUS SPIN STRENG TH RADIUS THRESH. ENERGY EL.SCATT • INEL .StATT. CAPTURE EFFIC.
(FHI FUNCTllJN (FHI fKEVI (KEVI (KEVI (KEVI fKEVI
IUNCER T. /UNCERT. IUNCERT. IUNCERT. IUNCERT. IUNCERT.
0(19970 56.(' 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.500e-04 6.100 0.0 -3.900 5.200E-Ol 0.0 11ll300E-03 0.970
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
27.700 .l...400E+OO 0.0 1.450E-03 0.970
1.000 0.0 0.0 o.1OOE+Ol
73.980 5.4005"-Cl 0.0 6.300E-04 0.930
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
83.650 1.300E+OQ 0.0 5.000E-04 0.970
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.9970 56.u 0.0 5.400 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.600 3.000E-03 0.0 3.300E-04 0.830
0.0 0.0 1.000 0.0 0.0 O.100E+Ol
1.9940 Si:l.O 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.100 1.000E-03 0.0 3.300E-04 0.870
0.0 0.0 1.000 0.0 0.0 O.lOOE+Ol
36.300 1.300E-04 0.0 6.000E-04 0.B50
1.000 0.100E+Ol 0.0 0.0
2.99.0 56.1') C .0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.800 1.000E-05 0.0 6.000E-04 0.870
0.0 0.0 1.000 O.lo0E+O! 0.0 0.0
24.500 1.000E-05 0.0 6.000E-04 0.870
1.000 O.100E+u1 0.0 ~.O
1.5000 .6.0 0.0 5.300 O.!' Cl .a 5.3, 6052.0ro
0.0 0.0
EFFECTiVE HM' ERA TURE 8;:49. DEG. K~LVIN,
RESULT INO DnpPL ER WIDTH: ::n.133 EV AT 19.092 KEV
Fig. 5 Beginning of FANAC print-out: content of input cards
excepting capture yields. The last two lines are a warning
that the effective temperature was raised artificially in
order to reduce the number of internal grid points (see text).
Fig. 6
-49-
ITEUlIOH HH' 1, TlME-nF-FltGIfT RUN NO. 1
S.lMPlETHlCKHESSI 9.924E-o) ~tLEtle.
fLICHT PA'" 2.0501"00 H
HWTRtIl IIUSlJl.EO C.u.CUlATEO ULCULATEO
e:1l!RGY VlnD-OVl3't-THICKhl'SS V.ltUES COlllStON$ CROS$SECTl~
II'.EVI IIHlLt-ll.lJHlI OlttLl-llARIH (PERCEHT! (KILLI-a .... RNl
19,092 -3.516;t 11.231 0.920 10.717 0.797.1 0.0
U.lbS -3.M6!. II ,on 0.831 10.314 O.TS<l,t 0.0
19.2)8 l1,6'l4.1 lO.9H 0.838 10.283 0.121 .t 0.0
19.112 H.e.IIB ± lO.li" 0.1I57 9.1U" 0,858.1 0.0
l'h386 130596 ± 10,182 0.890 9.11>1> o.a~.t 0.0
19.4-61 0.5113.1 lO.!'3b 0.902 8,890 0.871;1 0.0
19.5)6 -O.ZBl',1 10..429 0.906 9.105 0.9!2.1 0.0
19.611 -10.103t. 10.346 0.922- 'hSOO 0.900.1 0.0
l'h6a" -90814.! 10.26$ O.9~ 9,a2$ O.U6.t 0.0
19.164 -O,696.! 10.135 0.'11>1 10,OU 0.830.1 0.0
19,8lol -5,"61.1 9.96$ 0.984 10.119 1.013!. 0.0
19.918 14.104 ± 9.912 I.OH 10.081 0.962.1. 0.0
19.996 ID.llT ± 9.717 1.033 ::~~:
0.983.1 0,0
20.014 19.811.1 9,81.'1 1.0.33 0.966.1 0.0
20.153 5.213.1 '1.602 1.051 0.941.1 0.0
2~.232 6.458t. 9.532 !.O'" -,98'0.1 0.0
-31! ~1.801. .1 9.389 "± '.0
-;,.345.1 9.218 ± 0.0
7.0!~ -; 9.009 0.0,.-
1.9:;S;
0.0
35 .~ 51.996 .. 0
3508RI. 41..8:3 O.I.~
36.014 ,.6'19 33.926 0.515.
36.21>4 15,POS;t. 15.628 19.6'18 0.548.1
36.455 31.5H .t. 4.004 25.~49 9.554 1.306.1
36.6'08 41..688.1 5.DI. 40.961 6,CHI 132.66b.1 O.
36.842 41.911.1 4.136 47.859 4.560 0.757.1 0.0
37.0~~ l1,6'H.1 3.058 6.516 39.939 0.1051.1 0.0
37.235 10.338.1 2.61>1 3.719 1 ... 389 0.453.1 0.0
37.434 6.999'.1 2.527 4.llt> 62.'127 0.355.1 0.0
37.635 1 ~ .96l .1 2.122 5.394 43.648 0.362.1 0.0
37.637 16.51'>.1 2.890 1.8n 2'10,076 0.406 ± 0.0
38.041 19.'14/,.1 3.012 13.41/, 1"h680 0.403.1 0.0
38.2.. /, 32.514.1 3.90'1 22.B41 10.G35 50.482.1 0.0
35.453 50.792 ± 5.364 32.'1U f1.25') 0.H7.1 0.0
38./,t-2 29.63/,.1 3.100 24.713 11.119 0.301.1 0.0
38.813 ".133.1 2.423 3.0'11 '10.39/, 0.321 ± 0.0
39.085 3.1>67.1 2.3/,2 2.bt7 69.106 0.3'105.1 0.0
39.2'1'1 /'.'165'.t 2.436 2.029 66.297 0.326.1 0.0
39,515 4.174.t 2.3/,2 1.6610 64.372 0.2S4.1 0.0
39.732 2.)01 ± ~:~~~
1.214 610375 0.241.1 0.0
39.952 2.662'.1 1.'52 60./,/,4 0.22/,.1 0.0
40.113 4.05'1.1 2.289 1.0'13 19.511 0.23/,.1 ~:~40.3'11> 30/,31 ± 2,2.59 0.'H9 11>,704 0.231.1
40.1>21 ''10015.1 1.500 0.739 70.430 0.233.1 0.0
40.848 -1.1'1).1 2 .20~ 0.545 1.1.223 0.221.1 0.0
41.071> -1.439!. 2,175 0.437 54.023 0.24/,.1 0.0
41.301 2.433.1 2.11>5 0.313 41.205 0.1S4.1 0.0
U.53'1 1.252...1 2..131 0.203 19.081> 0.193.1 0.0
./01.174 1.011>.1 2.23. 0.\94 11.41>3 0.1B2..1 0.0
42.010 -'h751.!. 2.0H 0.193 11.31>0 0.155.1 0.0
42.2"9 4.109.1 2.141 0.190 11.017 0.11>3.1 0.0
42..4119 1.1U.1 2.093 O.U/' 11>.24!> 0.11>2.1 0.0
42""2 0,327.1 ~:g~~
0.163 15.4/,5 0.153.1 0.0
1,2.911 Z,091>.t 0.179 14.859 0.171.1 0.0
ITERATION$TEP 1, TIME-{lF-FLIGHT 1I1I1 NO. ,
SAMPlE T1HCKN~SSI 9 .924 E-03 ~.u CLE 1111
FltGHT PATH , 2.fI50F'00H
NEUTI\IJll HEASUUD CALCULATFO CAlCULATEO
E'IERGY YHLO-oVEl';-nnCIO';;SS VAlUES COLLI$IONS CROSSSECllON
lKEV) IMILLI-tI,IJUO IHILll-IIAlVIl IPERCHITI (lolItLI-8AIINI
19.<.'69 -3.425 ± 1.271 0.922 10.240 0.743.1 0.0
19.142 1.579 ± 7.205 0.825 10.070 O.7"ß.1 0.0
19.215 )..:\32.t 7.173 0.342 9.'J61 0.750.1 0.0
1'1.269 tl.5M ± 1.201 O.~5a 10.102 0.609.1 0.0
19.)6) -0.31,0:i 7.V36 0,922 9.'l3/' 0.899 .1 0.0
19.437 0.39. ± 6.998 0.'149 10.162 0.61>2.1 0.0
19.512 -4.(90.!. I>.92(} 0."11,4 10.362 o.ebb.1 0.0
19.5~1I 1>.311>.1 6 .~7P 0.942 10.1/,7 0.81'1:1 0.0
19.664 B.I>B .!. 6 .~49 0.9)('1 9.flSf> 0.8·7.1 0.0
19.740 -4.tI>6.1 6.15 .• 0.925 9.729 0.876.1 0.0
19.817 -3.051>.1 6."99 0.952 9.553' 0.903.1 0.0
19.894 S.73~ .1 b.645 0.9'17 '1.nI.3 1.011 ± 0.0
19.972 In.I>7"'.t 6.642 1.006 B.29'" 100221- 0.0
20.050 0.834;1 /'.47.. 1.'105 1.847 0.975.1 0.0
20.118 14.243 ± 6.580 1.006 1">.124 0.961.1 0.0
20.207 9.Pb7.!.
~:~~~
1.020 8.716 1.034.1 ~.O
20.2ßT 11.313.!. 1.071 9,063 1.055.1
20.367 0.604t.. /,.'42 1.122 9.011 101""




3~.~. " 0.623.1 0.0l/'.OlJ 1,104 "Io.M2 0./,21± 0.0
36.212 1!.c>..".c i:992
<1 .....7 18.94) 0.532.1 0.0
)6.403 24.937 ± 22.901 1.0/'4 0.953.1 0.0
36.596 54.094.t 5.409 44.117 3.745 342.833.1 0.0
*.790 45.599 ± 4.651 58./,'1S 3.53.3 0.929.1 0.0
31>091\5 Ih.An.!. 2.3110 3.99'1 63.296 0.469.1 0.0
37.11\2 '.. M".1 1.7511 3.033 86.00R 0.457.1 0.0
37.3$1 7.(l36.!. 1.COI 3.979 77.645 0.481.1 0.0
37.51\1 1>.576 ± 1.71>9 4.b55 b~. 721> 0.31>3.1 0.0
37.783 10~'3A .1 1.<111> 1>0337 31>.912 O,3a'l.1 0.0
37.981> H.OH .1 2.59) 11.314 16,351 0.360.t. 0.0
38.191 1,2.24P ± 4.309 22.693 6,59'l 1.209.1 0.0
38.398 SB.91/, 1: 5.771. 3g.~49 5,/,32 3.02.4,j. 0.0
36.607 2Q.747 ± 3.19~ 24.113 10,ha/, 0.3C4.1 0.0




39.2:42 Z.362.t 1,651 89.88" 0.29~ .1 0.0
39.458 2.I>2ß.1 1.1>·8 1.9'13 8/'.871> 0.3M:!. 0.0
39.1>75 4.P64:!. 1.61>5 I.S3/, 8 ... 496 0.144.1 '"39.894 1.M<' .1 ~:~:~ 1.292 62.71>2 0.21,/,.1 0.04-0.114 ~.3IH !. 0.971> 77,053 0.2.47.1 0.0
.,0.3)7 5.105.1 1.1>1 ~ 0.'152 76.774 0.230.!. 0.0
40.562 4.M6.1 1.~90 O,ß44 73.'161> 0.245.1 0.0
40.711& ~.443 ± 1,521, 0.1>:'-5 65.978 0.217.1 0.0
41.016 1.8.,6.t 1."Q3 0.563 63.771 0.222.1 0.0
41.21,/, I.BS.1 1.481 0.403 53.577 0.170.1 0.0
1,1.41ß 0.642.! 1.47/, 0.203 19,151 0.161.1 0.0
41.713 '.• 958 ± 1.500 f'l.199 17oi27 0.1511.1 0.0
1,l.94Q 1,.544.! 1.'o7Z 0.201 16.497 0.1..5.1 0.0
42.ln 1.090.1 1.519 0.1'18 16.1,29 0.162.t 0.0
42."27 1).307 ± 1.4 95 0.1'15 16.20ß 0.:'71.1 0.0
42 ./,~9 1.01>1,.1 1... 57 0.193 15.839 0.193 Je 0.0
42.913 ~. 207 .1 1,1,0" 0.187 16,Ol'l 0.160 Je 0.0
C"' 5Q.I,IIfOl 1.103H01
fRIIOR AOJUSTM~~H fACTo1I1 1.801"<00
ITERATIO/<t$TEPI 1
Print-out of measured and calculated apparent capture cross
sections (c~pture yields divided by sampIe thickness) and
true capture cross section for the first iterative step, i. e.
prior to parameter adjustment. The last lines show X2 and


































































































































CONVERGENCE AFTER 3 ITERATION(S)~
Fig. 7 Print-out of final parameters after convergence has been declared. It should be noticed
narrow resonances (with t > 1, members of level sequences with zero s-wave radius) only


















Fig. 8 Plots produced along with the print-out shown in Figs. 5-7
illustrating progress of fit. Top corresponds to input parameters.




Listing of FANAC code
FORTRAN IV GI RElEASF :.r MAHl DAH 7!:70 \7 /31/2.4- PA3e: eC02-
NOTE TO ~ON-KFK USERS:
FAN,\;= , NAIN ?RJJGRAM
JCiTE: "OR ~ACH St.MPLE ~IUCLID[ :-!w: 11UST PkEPAPJ~ H1PUT FOR
~ IS(T,PC WITH NUJLE,~U S-WAVF RADIUS FCR ALL S-I,jAVe: LEVELS,
P LCITA ( Xy Y" ~'h r'JT? NP y J,lH I y~t $,. ~J K, Xi'~AX,. XM IN,$ X, YMAX,. YHIN,. SV" T=XT" I [J)
T S A STANf'\AR:, "'lUTTE ~Ui\R.OUTINE IN US ~ AT KFI( (I(ARLSRUH':)
HHICH r1lJST BE "EPlAC 0 SY AN c'lUIVAleNT PLOTTeR PACKAGE































































SHAPE ANALYSIS OF NEUTRON CAPTURE DATA.
~XTRACTInN OF RESONANCE PARAMETERS.
CALCULATION OF TRUE CROSS SECTION.
SIMULTANEOUS L::AST-SQUARES FTT Tn
SEVERAL SCTS OF TIME-DF-FLIGHT ['ATA
(TAKEN E.G. WITH DIFFERENT SAMPLFS OR
FLIGHT PATHS).
MULT I-lEVEL R-MA TRIX FOR1~ULA WI TH
1 ELASTIC AND 1 iNELASTIC NEUTRON
CHANNcL PER COMPOUND SPIN AND PARITY.
CAPTURE CHANNELS ARE ELIMINATED WITH
TEICHMANN-WIGN~R REDUCTION METHOD
FOLLOHING REICH ANn MOORE.
DDFPLER BRDADENING 15 APPLIED ONLY TO
LEVEL SEQUENCES WITH lERD S-WAVE RADIUS
(P-,D-•••WAVE LEVELS) AS FANAC WAS
UEVELOPPED FOR STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
FOR WHICH DOPPLER ~RüADENING OF S-WAVE
LEVELS IS NEGLIGIBLE.
YIELDS INCLUDE SELF-SHIELDING AND
MULTIPLE-SCATTERING CORRECTIONS.
RESOLUTIGN BROAOENiNG WITH GAU5SIAN
nR CHI-SQUARE DI,TRIßUTION IS FOLOED IN.
AN EFFICIENCY FACTOR CAN BF APPLIED TO
EACH RESONANCE TD TA E ACCOUNT OF GAMMA
SP::CTRlJM FLUCTUATION •




~J •• CUMPOUND SPINS,
~048J " MCASUREL' PA.TA PLJI~lTS,
4-e) " RESGNANCES,
2CO 1 •• CROSS SFCT InN P ~R AMET R
(FOTH FIX~D AND ADJUS E 1,
















R ~NDU( IX. IY,RAND[:r1) =MPLOYED 1'-1 surROUTINE f1UY
IS A RANlJOM-[,Ui1E1!:R GEN:;:RATOR (IE,'1 SU')ROUTINF) YIELDING
'1A.HA,TE VALUES I.HIIFORMLY DIST"IBUT=D IN TH=- INTERVAL C



























































































C AND, IF P-,D-••• WAVE U,V,"LS AR" PRESENT,
C : IS:::T,1P= WITH LE"!.O S-WAVE PA.'HUS FOR NON-5-WAV" L"VEL5.
( IHr LATT~~ ARe TREATED "11THOUT MULTI-LEVEL OR POTENTlALl
C R "~~ONA!'lCE INTERFi:Rf'NCE ~
C THIS APPROXIr~ATION ~lAY FAlL ABOV= 300-400 KEV.
C
COr~i"1JN
:.~ I , GI f Z 11., Z21 , Z22, ! Z ,CH I~Q ,e HI.3 on,
':'I,IX,J,JXIlll ,KXISl,L,LXl1:',Z) ,M,Mf,,!'lX,~J,Nc<,KKX,MPIl ,Zl,MRI:l,Z),
,TI TLIC 1 20 l , ZIT , EP S, EI, E2 , T E FF ,H (11) ,AG ( 11 ) , SPI N ( 11 ) ,R 1 lU ,
4S1_l,2l,CSI~1,2),XIZOO),DLXIZOO),ESCll,2),:::FF'(11,2,2 0),
5FP C5) , [·L FP (5 l , TC (5) , T5 ( 5 l , ZH (5 ) , E t= ( :.2) , y ( 512) ,D L Y (5< Z) ,
6XN (6) ,XR(6), T'IX,AL C:;"0) ,D(10) ,CT (lO,Z) ,CG(10,2 l ,Ml,M2,MO,
7fJL E ,:: MN ,ST 12 ('48) ,I' LS TI 2 01:,-8 J ,DST 120 J ,5 G (ZC4 8 J ,[) Lsr; 17048 l ,ase 120 ) ,
aSCI2~48J,T(Z04o),YYI20481,DYYI2C48,ZI),ZlI512),ZI512),JlIZO),EFC,
9FI ZOI) ,RFC 20ll
(OMMeN IABCI AIZO,20),3IZ0,ZOI,CIZO)
DOUBLE P~ECISION A,B
COMMO N/IlI SC 11 1.20 /'8), "LSG Tl (Z 04" l
COMPLEX HI,GI,Zll,ZZI,lZ2,Dlll,Dl21,Dl22
C
















DLCHS LJ=SORTl VCHI~Q J
IFCDLCHSQ.LT.[PSlGü TO 3
WRITE(6,:'00)Il








































































































CARDIN RC4~S T~E INPUT FROH CARDS
<:.OMr·l0i'<
IHI, GI ,ZE, Z2 L, ZZ~:, IZ ,CilEQ ,on SQ:~,
21, IX, J, JX ( ::.) ,KX (5) ,L, LX [11, ::) ,M, MA, i'IX, N ,N X ,K KX ,i-lP ( 11, Z) ,MR ( : 1,2) ,
3TI TL= ( 20), ZI T , EP S, EI ,E 2, TE FF ,H ( 11 ) ,AG ( 1.1 ) , S PI N( C.) ,R c' ( 11) ,
4G ( : 1, ~) ,CS !!.l, :) ,X (:: 00) ,OL X( :00 ) ,ES ( j 1,2: ) , EFF (11, 2,200) ,
SFP (5) ,DLFP (5 ) , TC (0; ), TEl ( 5) , ZH (5 ) ,E E (512) ,Y ( 51? ) ,D LY (512) ,
6XN (6) ,XR (6 ), T'1X, AL ( 10) ,D ( 1 0) ,CT (10,2) ,C::; ( 10,2) ,MI, 142, MO,
7DLe ,lMN,STlZC4ß) ,DLST(2048) ,O$T(ZO) ,SG{Z04S),DLSG(Z048) ,DSG (20),
8SC(Z04S),T(Z04q),YY{Z048),DYY{Z048,20),ZZ(SlZ),Z(SlZ),DZ(ZG),EFC,
















l' C:XPLICIT-R?SONANCE RANGE: ·,F8.3,· ••• ',F8.3,' KEV'/
2' EFFECTTVr= TEMprRATURf:: ',FS.:,' KELVIiP/
3' MAXIMUI-\ TOLERAP,LE CHI**Z CHANGE: ',Ff.,.4,' (RELATIVE)'/
4' MAX. NUMBER OF ITcRATIVt' STEPS: ',Ff.O)
2 I =1 +1
READ ISrTGPE CARD (I-TH ISCTCPE)
H(I) : ABUNDANCE,
AGl!) : ATOiHC WEIGHT,
SPINCI): TÄRGET SPIN.
RPlI) : EFf=ECTIVE RADIUS FOR P-WAVE SCATTERING (FM).
READ ( :;,104 )H{ I ) ,AG ( I ) , SPIN (T ) ,K P ( I )
:04 FORMA T(4E10.5)
3 G(I,I)=.5*(1.+1./(Z.*SFIN(I)+1.»)
G( I ,2 ) =1.-0 ( 1,1)








ReAL ?OTE'HIAL-SCATTERING CAR" (I-TH ISCTOPE, J-TH SPUl)
X 1'.\1\1) : S-W AVE STRcNGTH FUNCTIGN.
DLXCMN): INITIAL UNCE'RTAINTY rF X(MNl,














































































































LX(MX): INITIAL UNCERTAINTY OF X(MX),
SfI,J): 1ST INELASTIC THRcSHOLD (~EV).
NiH: PUT I"HTIAL UNCERTAINTY =0. FOR FIXED,
>0. FOR AOJUSTED PARAMETERS.






X(MN) : R"cSUNANCIö ENERGY (KEV).
Xf~IN+lJ: N':UTRON WIDTH fKEVl.
XfMN+2): PARTIAL WIDTH FOR INELASTIC SCATTER fKEV)
Xl!'IX) : Rt,OTATION WTDTH fKEV)
['LXfM) : INITIAL U"lCERTAINTY OF XfM)
EFFfT.J,L): CAPTURE DETECTION EFFICIENCY
RE ADf 5. :06 ) f X f MI. DLX (M ) .i1=MN. MX) • EF F( I. J. L )
FORr~T(7E10.5,2E5.3)
CHECK CARl' TYPE
IF(X(MX).NE.C.1 GO TO 4
IF(J.LT.JX(I» GO TO 5
IFfDLX(MNI.GE.1.) GO TO 6
GO TO 7











H( J ) =X ( t'1N )




C LAST CARD WAS SAMPLE CARD
C XNfN): SAMPL::' THICKN:::SS (NUCLEI/':l)








C R"AD SPFCIFICATlONS CiF tl-rH !1EASUKE;qE~JT
C f-P(N) : FLICHT PATH (1)
C DLFP(N): S;.MPL, THICKN':'SS (M)
C Te(N) : CHAllN~L WroTH (NS)
C TR(N) : FWHM OF GAMMA PEAK (NS)
C lH(~n : NUMt'ER [IF MUNTE CARLO HISTORI;=S PER ENERGY




































































EFlK) : FXr RIMENTAL ENERGY lKEVI
YlK) : EX? RIMENTAL YIELO
DLYlK): fOXP RIM"NTAL VELO UNCERTAINTY 15;;)
REAOI 5,108) I"E lKl, YlK) ,DL YlKI ,K=KN ,KHI
FORMA Tl6E10.51
WAS THIS LAST DATA CARD?
1\0 TE: LAST DATA CARO IS FOLLOWED sY A BLANK CARD 11 FOR EACH
M~ASUREMENT). A 2ND BLANK CARD SIGNALS END OF PROBLEM.
INPUT FOR ANOTHER PROBLEM MAY FOLLOW.
IFlDLYlKHI.N:=.O.)GO TD 8
00 9 K=K~J, KH
















00 13 K=l, KH
DLYlK )=DLYlK)*ABSI Yl K) )*.01
CONTTNUE
CHECK WH:='TH'=R ALL CAPTURE ?:FFICli:NCIES ARE EQUAL
LL=O
EF C=l.































































































































































FORTRAN IV GI RELcASE Z.O CARDIN DATE 73179 17131/2"'- PAGE 0004
IF[IX .GT. 10lIX = 10



























IF [IX .GT"l G.O ".NX .GT.S .OR. KX (NX l ,GT .512) "R ITE (6,115) IX ,NX,KX [NX)
FOP,MÄ Tl IH I/I TOl' I~UCH HJPUT:', 16, ' ISOTOPES, 'I
I, 16, I i-iEASUR':'MENTS,'/
" 16, ' DATA POINTS.')
4 GAMMA PEAK CARLO CORR.ECTIGN 1:26H
5 [NUClEIIß) [NUCli::!I5) [M) (M) [NS)
6 (NS) f.JISTORIES (NS) I)
00 51 N=l, NX
<IR ITE [6,114) N, XN (N), XR (N), FP (N) ,C'L FP (N), TC (N l , TB (N), lH [N l , TS (N l
COHTI NUE
FORMAT(I3,lpcI6,2,lP::12.3,Opc10.4,F12.4,c10.3,F12.~,F12.0,F12.3)



















































































ETEC CO~KECTS NONLINEARIIIF:S OF THE TIME-OF-FLIGHT SCALE
CAllS::O ~Y In] FEH aIGITS USEc> FOR THE INPUT ENERGE:S
GY A LIN~AR LEAST-SQUARES FIT TO THE FLIGHT TIMES.
EX: E:~t:RGIES IK"'VI, FIRST TRUNCATt:D, THEN CORRECT::D
Y: CAFTURE YIELD DATA IBI
OLY:UNCERTAINTIES IBI
FP: FLIGHT PATH
TS TIME SHIFT CORRECTION
KX ARRAY ROUNDARIES FüR Y AND DLY
NX NUMRER nF TTME-CF-FLIGHT RUNS
DH1PJSIO EEI'3121,Y(512),DLYI5~2I,FPI5I,TSI5),KXI51
WR ITF 16, 001
_00 FOR.MAT(' 0//' INPUT DATA TrJ 'JE FITTED:'/
1 ' ~===================~='///
2' T~JNCATED CORRECTED CAPTURE YIELD'/
3' ENERGY ENEF<.GY ::':ATA '/
4' (KEV) (KEV) IBI' I
KH=O
Dn 3 N=l, NX
KN=KH+l
KH~KXIN)
CG=TS Ud /( 72 ,3*FP I N I *SDf<T( 1000.) l
,IR IrE 16,10 II





























































































FCRTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.(:.
C
C








































'1TI TLE I 20 } , ZIT , ",P 5, E1, E2., TE FF.H I i1} , AG I lU , 5PI NI lU , RP 1111 ,.
4Glll,Z},C5(Il,Z},XIZOO},DLXIZOO},ES(11,2),EFFI11,2,ZDC},
SFP (S) , CL FP I:: } , TC I:: } • TB [ S } , ZH I S ) , EE I SlZ) , YI 512} , DLYI 512 } ,
6XN (6) , XR 16 }, TMX, AL I 10) , C I 1 G} ,C T llD, 2) , CG ( 1 ü,2 ) , M1 ,t~2 ,MO,
7DL~,~MN,ST(2048),CLST(Z04g),~STI20},SG(Z04B},DLSGIZ048),DSGI20},
8SCIZ04e},TIZ048},YYIZ048},DYY(ZC48,ZO},ZZISIZ},ZIS1Z},DZ(ZO},EFC,





99 FORMATllHl//' CROSS SECTION PARAMETERS:'/
, ========================='/)
WR I T::= 16,100)
:00 FORMAT( 127H ABUN- A,TOMIC TARG",T P-WAVE COMP. S-~AVE
1 S-WAVE INEL. RESUNANCE PARTIAL WIDTHS FOR
Z DErECT. /IZ7H DANCE WEIGHT SPIN RADIUS SPIN STRENGTH
3 RADIUS THRESH. ENERGY EL.SCATT. INEL.SCATT. CAPTURE
4 EFFIC. /:27H (FM) FUNCTION
5 (FM)· IKEV) (KEVI IKEV) IKEV} IKEV)
6 /,-27H /UNCERT.
7 IUNCERT. /UNCERT. /UNCERT. /UNCERT~ /UNCERT~
8 /)
MX=O
DO 1 I =1, I X
J=l
IF ILX II,I} .EI) .O}GO TO 2
!~N=MX+
MX=Mf~+5







WRI TE 16,:0 Z} H( I ) ,AG (1 ) , S PI NI II , RP ( I ) , CS ( 1,1 ), X e~1"'} , x (MX ) , ES ( I ,1)
























































































4 IFIJ.EO.JXIIllGO TO 1
J=2
IFILXII,Z) .EQ.OlGO TO 6
MN=MX+l
MX=MN+5







WI'( Ir: 16,105) es (1,2) , x I MN ) , x I MX) , ES ( 1,2) , nLX I MN) , DLX (i-1X)






























































TNDEX PROVIOES, FOR EACH ISOTOPE AND COMPOUND SPIN, SUBSCRiPTS
STRUCTURTNG THE CROSS SECTIa~ PARAMETER ARRAYS X AND DLX.
MPII,JI: bEGIN OF PDTENTIAL-SCATTERING PARAMETERS,
MRII,JI: BEGIN OF RESONANCE PARAMETERS
FOR THE: I-TH ISOTOPE AND THE J-TH COMPOUND SPIN,
MX: TOTAL NUMBER OF PARAMETERS,
M.A: NUMBER OF AOJUSTED PARAMETERS.
C01'1r'1ON
IHI, GI ,Zu., Z21, Z22, I Z ,CHISQ ,CHI SQO,
21,lX,J,JX(111,KXI5),L,LXll~,2),M,MA,1X,N,NX,KKX,MPll~,ZI,MRIll,21,
3TITLEIZO),ZIT,EPS,El,E2,TEFF,Hllll,AGI111,SPINI111,RP1111,
4GI ~',2l ,CSll1,2) ,X (2001 ,DLX(LOO I,ESl11,2), EFFCll,2,2001,
5FP (5) ,DL FP 151, TC 15 I, TB 15 l ,ZH 151 ,E E15 _Z I ,Y ( 512 I ,0 LYI 5 _2 I ,
6XN 161 ,XR 16 l , Ti1X, AL ( 10 I ,Oll 0 I ,CT 110,2 I ,CG 11 0,2) ,M 1, M2, MO,
7DL E ,:: 11~!,ST 12C48 1,0 LST( ;:048 I ,OST (20) ,SGI 204 8 I, OLSGI 2048 I, OSG (20) ,
8SC(2C431,TIZC481,YYIZ0481,DYYIZ048,2C),ZZIS12l,ZI512l,DZI2Cl,EFC,
9FI 201 I, RFI 201)














100 FORMATClH//' TOD MANY PARM1ETERS:',I6,' ALL TDGETHER,'/
',16,' ADJUSTED ONES.'I
TF 1 MX .GT .200 l r1X=200
















































FORTRAN IV GI "ELEASt: 2.0
c
e



































14EV CONV~i<TS ENERGIES FROr1 KFV Tl ~lEV
COfll1DN
lHI,GI,Zlc,l2~,Z22,IZ,CHISQ,CHISQD,
zr, I X, J ,J X1_1) ,KX 15 ) , L, LX Ill., 2.) , f1, M0\, MX, N ,NX ,KKX ,f4P 111, 2.) ,"IR I Ll, 2) ,
3TITL:: (20) ,l IT , EP S, ",1, E2, TE F F ,H ( 11. ) , AG (11) ,S PI N I 11 ) ,R P (11) ,
4G I : 'L, 2.) ,es (11 ,2) ,X (2 CO) , DL X(20e ) ,ES I l1, 2), EFF (11,2,200) ,
5 F P I ::) ,LtL FP (5) , TC (5) • T9 ( 5) , lH 15 ) , EE ( 5 c. 2. ) ,Y I 512) ,0 LY(5· 2) ,
6XN (6) ,XR 16 l , TMX, AL I 10) ,0 11 C ) ,e T llO, 2l ,e GI 1 0, Z ) , MI, M2, MO,
7DL L, E MN, ST ( 204 c) ,0 LS Tl 2048 ) • os Tl 20) ,S G1204,,) ,[l LSC; ( 2048 ) ,DSG 120 ) ,
8Se(~J48),T(204o),YYI2048),DYYI2048,2v),ZZI::12),ZI512),DZIZC),EFC,
































































































5FP(5) ,OLFPISl,TCIS),TBIS),ZHI5) ,cEISI2) ,Y(512) ,DLYlSIZ),
6XN (6) , XR (6), H1X,AL I l(;.J ,0 II 0) ,CT (10,Z) , CG (10,2) , ~n,rqz ,~1O,
7"'L [, E~\N, ST (.2 Oft 8) ,D LSTC 2048 ) , DST l2 0) , SG 1Z04 8 ) , DLSGl 2048 l , OSG IZO ) ,
8SC(2C48),TI2C48),YYl~048),CYYIZ048,ZO),lZl512),lIS12l,DlIZC),EFC,
9F ( 201 ) , RF ( 201 )
COMPLcX HI,GI,Zl;,Z21,Z22,Dlll,DZZl,Dl22









































FORTRAN 'IV GI RELEASE 2.G
C
C
































C CONE yr~LDS m:= COEFFICIENTS OF THE MlP,MAL EQUATIONS
C
eOM~DN
IHI ,GI ,lll,lZ:',l22, Il,CHISQ ,CYISQO,
2I,IX,J,JXllll,KX[51,L,LXll1,ZI,M,MA,MX,N,NX,KKX,MPl1 ,ZI,MRl:l,ZI,
3TITLE( 2.0 l,lIT,EPS, a,E2,TEFF,H (ll I ,AS Illl ,SPINI 1U ,R 1111,
4G 1 ct, Z I ,C S ( 11. , 2 I T X 12 00 I T DL X( 200 I , ES ( 11, Z I , EFF (11, 2 ,2 0 I ,














00 1 MH=l, 'lA
1 AIM,M'I)=O.
KH=O
C BEGIN LODP OF MEASUREMENTS
00 2 N=l,NX






C CONSTANTS FOR RESOLUTION WIDTH
Vl=I~LFPINI/FPIN»)*·2/_.5
V2=ITBlNI/l6C.Z5°*FP(NJI)**2
C WRITE TARLE HEADING
;..IRITE 16,:01) I Z ,N,XNI Nl ,FPI N)
101 FORMATl'l'//' ITf:RATlf1N STEP',I3,', TIME-DF-FLIGHT RUN NO.',I3//
118H SAMPLE THICKNESS:,.PE10.3,9H NUCLEI/B /
ZI8H FLIGHT PATH :,IPEI0.3,2H M /)
WR ITE 16,10 ::: I
:02 FORMAT(
l' NEUTRON MEASURED CALCULATED FROM MULT. CALC
2ULA Ti:' D' /
3' ENERGY YIELD-OVER-THICKNESS VALUES COLLISluNS CROS
4S SECTIGN' /
5' IKEVI (~lILLI-ßARN) I~HLLI-ßARNI IPERCENT) IMIL
6LI-BARN)'/l
e BEGIN ENE~GY LODP
KN=KY+i
KH=KX (Nl

































































C ALL TGAUSS (QO,RF,<,Z)


































































C AL L S IM PI OY C I ~,"11 ,K l , '<2 ,0 II M) l
lS=lS/l I KK)
ZIKK)=lIKKI/XNINl
lDEV= I YIKK I-l (KK I) /iILY (K-';)
RESOLUTION BROADc~IN~ nF OERIVATIV~S:
00 5 M=l,MA
Ol I r~1 =DZ IM I/OLYI KK) /Xf. (fJ)






\1RITE 16,10"» EE (KfZ) ,Y (K'O ,Ci LY (KK I, l IKK), IS, SGL, DLSGL







FS IK) =RFIK 1*1 YS I LK )+')0':' (YS I LI<.+ ll-YS ILK) ) I
00 4 M=l,MA




















STL =STIL! +D[HI ~TIL+ll -STIL!
SGL =SGIL) +DO*ISGIL+IJ -SGIL) )
DLSGL=DLSGILI+DD*lnLSG(L+l)-~L$GIL)1
TL =Tll) +DD*IT(L+:) -TCLI I
C S clF-SHELDING ,,!OF: CT ,JN MEAN PATH LENGTH IN SAt4PlE





I F I KR .GT .1 (\))1.1 RI TE 16, 1 r' 0 I I Z , KR
lOG FORMATllH Ia,17H, IHRATION, KR =,I6,'READJUSTED TO 100'
IFIKR.GT.100)KR=100
C PREPARE INTEr;RMWS Fr,R Rr.;SOLUTION tlROADENING
Kl=l.O :-KR
K2=1O I+KR



















































END OF ENERGY LOOP
2 CCNTINUE









FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.J t~A IN DATE 78181 ll/36/14 PAGE 001.:1
C
C
C DRY YIELDS THE PRIMARY YIELO, ITS DERIVATIVES AND THE
C TRA~SMISSIGN
C E: NEUTRON ENERGY
C K: ENERGY-GRID LAüEl
C
CO~, 'ION
IHI,GI ,Zl1, Z2I, U2, IZ, CHISGi, CHIS"O,
zr , I x, J , JX ( 11) ,KX (51 , l ,l X( 11,2) , f'I, r~A , MX, N,NX ,K KX ,MP ( 11,2) ,MR I 11, 2) ,
3T I Tl::C 2,;) ) ,Z IT , EPS, 0 , 1:2 , Tt:F F, H( 111 , f. C( 11 ) ,S PI N( 11 J , RPI 11 J ,
4G I 11,21 ,CS ( 11 , 2 J , XI ZC ~ ) ,0 LX I 2],j I ,ES ( 11 ,2 J ,E FF ( 11 ,2,2(':)) ,
5F PI 5) ,D LFPI 5) , TC ( 5 ) , TB I 5 ) ,Z HI 5 ) ,EF I 512 ) , YI 5 12 ) , Dl Y ( 51 ZJ ,
6XNI6J ,XR(61 ,THX,Al(l·_,J ,01 IJ) ,CTll),Z) ,CGIIG,Z) ,n,1'2,MO,
7DLE ,[,"lN ,ST I 2:'4rl J, DLST (2048) ,OST I 20 J ,SGI 2J4d 1,OLSGI Z:i48) ,DSG 12~ 1 ,
8SC ( 2h8 I , Tl 2' 49) , YY 12;'48) ,DYY 12:'48, Z'J 1 , ZZ{5 lZ 1, Z{51? J ,DZ ( 2(· ) , EFC,





























1.::1 FORI'iAT (f 11
l'~ARNING: VALIOITY [(ANGE READJUSTEC,'/
Z' PAQ.Ar~ETEKS ARE ;~iJ" VALID FRQI~',3PF8.3,' TU',3PF8.3,' KEV'f)
C TAKE IinU'.N~L GRID INTERVAL eDLE) AS HALF Tf1E S'~ALLEST CJPPL2R
C dIDTH. IF ~OR~ THAN Z~48 INTERN AL GRID PUlNTS RESULT, CR IF
C ~QRE THAN 1~1 GRID POINTS FALL WITHIN THRICE THE L4RGEST
C RESCLUTION wIDTH, THE OOPPL2P wIDTH (I. E. THE TEMPERATURE)


























































































































































EH .::rJ =E r' I N;:-: l::'d",J.
~RITE(6,10JITEFF,D~,=1~(1
100 FnK~AT(25HQEFFcCTIVE TEMPERATURE :,F7.~,13~ DEG. KELVIN,
11 25H RESuLTIIiG DDPPLFR ,,10TH: ,F7.3, 6H EV AT,F9.3,4H KEVIJ
2 KKX=(cMX-EM~I/f)LErl.
































































































































































































XSE:CT CAlCUlATES (,{'1SS SECTIONS ~tJD DERIVATIVES.
E: NFUTRC~ EN~~GY
K: ENFRGY GPI~ SU3SCPIDT (INTEk~AL GR "FINE" GRIDI
S-WAVE CPOSS S~CTIJNS APE C8LCULATE:D WITH ThE PtICH-MOOkE
F:j"I"ALIS~\ wITHJU-r DOPPLER B'<rJAJENHIG.
HIGHE~-CP~~R P8RTIAl-hAV[ CRUSS ~[CTIONS l>~E CAlCULATEO







2 I , I X, J , J XIII l ,K X1~ ) , l ,lX 111,2 I , i", M,\ ,I'X, ~j, NX, KKX, "P ( 11,2 I , MR I 11, 21 ,
3TI TL E( 2L ) , ZIT ,~PS, ,: I , 102, TEF F ,H I III , AG I 11 ) ,S PI NI 111 ,K PI 11 ) ,
4G I 11, 2 l , CS ( 11 , 2 ) , X12Z _ ) , DlX 120:; ) , ES I 1l, 2 I ,E FF 111,2, 2r>:; l ,
5F P( 51 ,D LFPI 5) , TC (5) , TB ( 5) ,ZH I 5 ) ,EE I 512 J ,Y I 512 ) , ClY(512) ,
6XN ( (;) , X~ (ö I ,TM X, CI L( 1. -) ,f)( 10) ,C T( 1.1 , 2) ,ce; ( 1') ,2) , I' 1, !"2, 1'0,
7Dl E, E"N, :; T ( 2"48 l , fJ l ST (2_--48) ,D ST( 2~. 1 , SG ( ,,048 l , [)L SG I 2 )48) ,DSG 12 uI ,
8se ( 2 J 48 I , T( 2 '4'> I , YY( .'.143 J ,DYY (2"48, 2J l , ZI ( 5 12 l , I (512) , DI I 2:' I, EF C,
























C CAlCUlATE pnTENTIAl SCATTERI~G Frp P-~AVE
XKl=.21S69*S~RT(EI/AL(II
X:=XKl"PP( I)






"2=MP( I ,J 1-2+4"-lX( I ,J)



























































































C CoLLISION MATRIX ELEMENTS:
Ull=EXl»IZ.*Zll-l.l
UZl= Z.*Z2l
C TOTAL AND CAPTURE CPOSS SECTION
ST[KJ=STlK)+XT*(l.-REAL(UIIJJ
SCJ=XG*ll.-ABSQIUIII-ABSQ(UZIlJ














9 IFlLXII,J).EQ.0.1Go Ta 10


















7 IFILXII,JJ.E0.JIGO TU Z
CTl=CTl1,J)*PLQ2~2.
L=J
C ~EGIN PES~NANCE LOUP
DJ 3 ·~!~=;..11, 1-'2,4
L=L+1






























































































































APPROXIM~TE l/E-wIDTH UF DOPPLER BRUADE~ED RESO~ANCE
HW=SlRTlrw*~2tGT*~2/2.77259l




































(END OF PESONANCE LOOP)
2 CONTINUE
(END OF SPIN LOUP)
I F l ZIT • U:. 1 •• ANIJ. AG ( I ) • Eü. AG llJ )SG I II K) =S C( KJ 1 H( 11
CONTINIJE





























































FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE Z.)
C
C


















































K~AT CALCUL'TtS THE ~LEMENTS OF THE MATRIX ~=Z*K
~ND HJVERTS T'1E ",ATP,IX l-I"'K = 1-I'~P.l2.
cO'Mr'"
1H I, GI, Z 11, U1 , Z22, I Z, CH I S(J, CH I Sr;n,
ZI, I X,J ,JXI 11) ,KXIS) ,L,LX( 11 ,2J, ,v,HA,iVX,~1,NX,KKl(, t'P( 11,Z) ,HR (11,2),
:n I TU: ( Z'; ) ,Z IT ,E PS, EI, ~Z, T EF F, H { 1U , AG ( 11 ) ,S P I N( 11) ,R P ( 11 I ,
4G ( I 1, Z ) ,CS ( 11,2) ,;( ( 2,-;;~ ) , DLX ( ZJO ) ,E' S ( ll, Z) ,E FF ( 11 ,Z, 2 Je I ,
5FP( 5) ,OLFP( 5) ,TC(5) ,TS(5) ,ZH(5J ,EU 512) ,Y{51Z) ,DLY(51Z),
t, X," ( c) , XR ( 6 I , 1'1 X, Al ( r..; ) , 0 ( 11 ) ,C T ( 1') , Z ) ,C G ( l·J , Z ) , IV 1 , IV 2 , ~ 0 ,
7DL f ,E Mi'J ,ST ( Z'';4'3 ) , DLS T 12 :)48) , DST ( Z0 ) , S:; ( 2')48 ) , DL SG ( 2.)48) ,[) SG (Z C) ,
ase ( Z148 ) , Tl Z '48 ) , YY (2 .H8) ,0 YY (Z )48,2,';) , ZZ (5 lZ ) , Z (51Z ) ,0 l ( ZO I , EFC,
9F (ZU), RF( zen)
CO~iVCN/GCSR/nR11{Z(J,Dk21(Z~),OKZ2(2()
CIl..,PLEX Hl ,GI ,ZE,Z?! ,ZZ2 ,Dll1, I]lZl ,CZZ2





IF(LX I,JI.EQ.JIGO TU Z





S()l = { f / ABS ( X ( ~'M ) ) )"''''.25
I F ( E. LE• ~ 5 I I , J ) ) S '.J Z=,' •
I F ( E. GT • ES ( I, J ) I SQ Z= I ( c-E S ( I, J l ) / AB S ( X { '-IM I -E 5 ( I ,J l ) ) *"'. 2 5
FE=1./(X{MM)-E-HI~X(MM+3) )























































































































































EFFI YIELDS THE aVERAGE DETECTOR EFFICIENCY (EFKI
FOR THE I-iH ISOTOPE AND THE J-TH COMPOUND SPIN
CO"MON
IHI,GI,ZII,Z21,Z22,IZ,CHISQ,CHISQJ,
2I, I X, J , J X1111 ,KX I 5 ) , L,LX ( 11 ,21, 1', MA ,MX, N, NX, KKX, MP ( 11,21 , '1R I 11, ZI ,
3T I TL:: I 20 l , ZIT , EPS, EI, E2, TEF F, H( lU , AG (11) , S FI NI lU , RPI 11 ) ,
4Gll1,21 ,CS( 11 ,2) ,X 12');) ,OLX(200) ,ES I 11,2) ,EFFI 11,2,2(0),
5F PI 51 ,0 LF PI 5) , TC ( 5 ) , TB ( 5) , ZH ( 5) , EE! 512) , YI 512) , CLY(512) ,
6X ~J( 6) , XR (6) , TMX, AL I lJ I ,O{ 1) , Ci I F1, 2) ,CG (10,2) , n, "2, MO,
7DLE,EMN,STI2J48),CLST(20~31,DSiI201,SGI2)4SJ,DLSG[2048),OSGI2CJ,
asc I 2)48 ) , Tl 2048) , YY 12048' ,0 YY I 2·:'48 , 2;) , ZZ ( 512 I , Z 15121 ,Oll ZJ ) , EFC,

















































































































CALCULATICN OF SY~METRIC VOIGT PROFILE
X : DEVIATIGN FRO~ RESONANCE ENERGY IN UNITS DF HALF
THf r<ALF "'IOTH
3 : DOPPLER WIDTH IN THE S8ME UNITS
PSI: syrjMETRIC VOIGT PROFIL;::
PHI : ASyt<METRIC
YY-Y*Y, GF-12*CLY/SQRTIPIll*EXPI-YYI GIVEN FOR OLY-0.7

















































































F~RTRA~ IV GI RELEASE 2.'
C
C



















































SEY YlEUJS TdE Sl:CONI)!l,RY CAPTU"l: YIcllJ FOR A~, HlFINITE SLAtl
THE TARGET 1UCLl:I ARE TAK~N TO BE AT REST.
ce' IJC'I'j
IHI,GI,111,Z21,122,II,CHISO,CHISCO,
2I , I x, J , J X ( 111 , KX( 5) ,L , LX ( 11 , 2 J , '" , :1 A , I"X, ,~ , NX ,K KX, 1" P ( 11 , " ) , MP, l 11 , 2 I ,
3T IT L2 ( ZJ ) , ZlT ,er S , EI, EZ, T EF F, HI III , ,l Gl III ,S PI NI III ,R P l 11) ,
4G 111,2) ,C 3 ( 11 ,2 ) ,X l 2Cj ) ,0 LX (:2 J L' ) , ES ( II , 2 ) , E FF ( 11 ,2,2.iJ I ,
5FP( 5) ,DLFP( 5) ,T[lS) ,H(':») ,ZHl,») ,EU5121 ,Y(51Z) ,CLY(512),
6X'J( 6 1 ,XR (61 ,T "~X, AL I U ) ,[1 (1) ,CT (lJ, 2) , CG (LJ ,2 J ,n, >12, Mf),
7r) LE ,E MN, STI 2':' 43) , DLS T 12.1481 ,OS Tl 2'.1 ) ,S G( 2') 48) , DL S GI 2)!'-8 J , OS GI Z':; 1 ,






C~Tft U/ • .JI3~46736,.~6746a317,.I602~5LI5,.2833023D,.42556283 I
OATA w/.~33335672,.~74725675,.109543131,.13463336,.I47762IlI









GX=X,~( NI+ST li< J
T2=[XPI-GX)




























































































































FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.~
C
C



































C '1UY YleLIJS THE MIILTIPLE-CCLLIS ICN CO~lTR IBUTION TO THF
C CAPTU?,E YIr:LD. THCK~:".L MLJTICI\ OF Hit TARGET NUCLEr IS
C ~[GLECTE::J. TH~ SAMPLE IS TAKEN AS A CYLINDRICAL DISK.
C TH~ INClnF~T 8~AM IS ASSUMEC CDAXIAL WITH THE SAMPLE,
C JF CDNSTANT FLUX OE~SITY ANO WITH THE R"OIUS EQUAL TU
C EDGE-"XR(NI (XP{NI 15 THE SA~PLE RADIUS).
C
CU~' f"(N
1HI,GI ,111, 721,l22, II,CHISQ,CHISQ'J,
2 I , I X, J , JX ( 1l! , KX (5 ) • L ,LX ( 11 • Z I , f", rA.A • t' X, :'J , NX, KKX. ~1P ( 11, Z I , i~R ( 11,2) ,
.n ITLE ( ZCl, I IT , EPS, H. E2 , TtF F , H ( 1l! • AG ( 11) , S PPd 1l) , F P III ) ,
4G ( 11, Z I , CS ( 11 • Z ) , X ( 2::': I ,0 LX ( 20:J ) , ES ( 11. 2) • EFF ( 11 , Z. ZO'~) •
5F P ( 5) , I) LF P ( 5) , TC (5 I , T ß ( 5) , lH ( 5) , EE ( 512 I • Y ( 51Z I ,0 LY (5 1Z) ,
6X N ( 6 I , XR( 6) • TM X• AL ( 1:. ) • 0 { 10 1 , CT ( 1C , Z) , CG( 1::J , 2 ) , f" 1 , I' 2 , I' 0 ,
70L E , E"'N , ST ( 2·J48 ) • DL sr (Z 04 8 I , DSTl 20 ) , SG ( Z048 I , DL SG( 2048 I • JSG (2": I ,






!)IME~'ISIcr, EMIS(}) .WG(SJ)) ,wNISj:') ,U(SG)) .V(5J:l) .,.150,)).

























C ADDITIONAL P~TH LFNGTH
SK(J)=).
C COORDINATES OF FIRST COLLISION
















































































































C ßEGIN CCLLISIC~ LGUP
DU 14 K=1,2~
YH=I\H
C BcGI~ HISTORY LOOP
D'J 15 J=I,NH
C COSI~E CF C~S SC4TTERING ANCLE
CTHC=2.~RANClM(nl-l.
lW=I.+AG(11*~2+2.*4r,(ll±CTHC
C LA3 5CATTERING ANGLE
CHI=l 1. +AG 11> ""CTHr ) ISQ;n l GO l
STH=SQRT(I.-CTH~~2)
C r,E" LAU ENERGY
EMlJ)=f:~(J)~0Q/AA



























C DISTANCf Tl SAMPLE SUPFACE
C rlc: DIST"NCf' TfJ LYlHJOER
C DP: nISTANCE TO PLANE
22 OC=3.~XR(Nl
DP=CC
I F {\; ( J I • LT • - _' • v· .: 1 ) CP= - ZtH J) 1 W( J I






























































































































INT::~tCT IIJG FRACT IU '-I
_II=I.-t:Xf' I -C~)
wG (J J =w\; IJ) "" I'I'pr;
~'J{ J) = ,Ud 1 J" J) 'I'P')
'<V: "y,ccCRIPT CF GRIll POII\T wfl k YS IS TO .'e ." Jeu T(] YY
KY=Kc-).',l(v ·(,KIJIHl.HJS-[lSIAIJI S 1+.5)
'·'XT.II -'F ··j'YHE CARLO Gau,· [0 TI"'·I:
')':L S= 1.
IFIG~.LT.·.~c)O~LS=DS~.2887
K1 =C K"/):: L SI' '. Tv:. ?
1FlKl.L 1.3)"1=3








GOnR~1~nTES OF NEXT COLL1S1CN
S=-ALOG(l.-ftI·RANO~MlCIJ/SST
XMlJJ=X~lJ)·S~U(J)
YI' (JI =Y~ (J) +-c~VIJ 1
ZMIJ)=UIJ).S"·~(Jl
["1. J= S.):< TI ,-1 (J) !•• 2. YI~ ( J 1""'21
IF(;)).Lc.XR(:!)Jr;] TO 24
C0RRFCT ~OSS1~Ll TRU~CATICN ~k~CPS
X"-I[.])=;("IJ )/1)],- ;.999<;:9
y,"[J)=Y~{JI/'.J·:"':'.99S99
I F I ?'1 I J I • GT • XCI ( r'j) ) V' ( J 1= ~ • 9 9'i 9 Ci • XN ( 1\ 1
24 SK(J)=SK(JI+~
15 GONT1NU<=








NEW NUMßlR OF H1~TO~1ES
N'JH=Z~(N)*FK·~2/FKU/FX+.S
1F(~NH.LT.NI-<)~H=NNH
I F l\H • L T • lJ Gl' TC 5'
FKO=FK
14 CCNTINUE
::.'JD ~iF C'ILLISIC"-l LUiJP
5c CCNT1'HJc

















































































































































CHISCN VIELes VALUES OF A CHI-SCUARED DISTRIBUTION WITH ~
OEGREES nF FREEDJU
X: INCQE~ENT DF INOEPENDiNT VARIA~LE OIVIDED BY
SQqTI2~VARIANCt)
Y: CEPENDENT VARIABLE ~ULTIPLIED SY INCPE~ENT





















































































FORTRAN IV GI "cLEASf 2 ••
C
C























T';~u;;S YI acs VAUJL<; tJF
I F T-'IJ~,CÄ TU' f,T T,dei: Th
X: I r;C"E~F~1T i!F Iin~p
Y: DEP t+J['f:'!T VA" 1 Af::L [





Dl 1 1= L2, K






TRU~ClTFD GAUSSIAr-., NnR~ALIlEC TO I
l/E-WIDTH (K*X=21
'mEiJT VAP,IA'lLE ')IVICbD SY l/E-'l"iIDTh,
TI~~S I~CREMENT,






































































































DOUBLe pqECISION td2\:',20J ,iH2,),2')) ,UIZQ,Z:Jl,SUM























































FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 "\.'. IN CATE 78181 11I3U14 PAGE JOCH
C
C CALCULATICN OF IMPROVED CROSS SECTIUN PA~A~ETERS SV
C ~UTIFLICATICN OF COVARIANCE MATRIX 8 INIU DEVIATION VECTUR C.
C
DI~E,.'SI(N X(2;)~·),DLXl Z,c,J) ,CIZ))
DOUBLE PRECISICN BIlJ,ZJ)
OATA FUCGE/. 751
C CALCULATE GAUSS' ERROR ADJUSIMENT FACIOR
CF=SQRTICHIS~/FLOATlK-~Al l
WRIT~(6,lJ~)CHISQ,CF,IZ
1a') FOR/'IATlIH II ' CHI SQAREO: ',lPEl'J.31
1 I ERRnR AOJUSTMENT FACTCR:',lPEIJ.31






































































FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.~ /.1A IN DATF; = 78131 11/36/14
C
C
00C'l SUBRfJUT lI'JE KFV
C































21 , I X, J ,J X1111 ,K X( 5 J ,L , LX I 11,21 , t<, /1A , t< X, N, NX, KK X, NP ( 11 ,2) ,,"R (11,2 J ,
3T IrLf.( 2 C J , ZIT , EPS, EI , E2 , T EFF , H( llJ ,A G11 1) , S F1 NI 111 , f( P I 111 ,
4Gll1, 2) ,CS 111,2) ,XI 2C 'l) ,DLXI 20'~) ,ES (11,2) ,EFFI 11,2,2:);)),
5F P ( 5 J , DLF PI 5) , TC I 5 J , T B(5 I , IH 15) , EE [ 512 I , Y ( 512 I , CL Y ( 512) ,
6X:'J( 6) ,XR (61 ,TMX ,AL ( L') ,0 [ I!)) ,C T (10,2) , CG I 1':,2), n, t"2, r"o,
lDlE ,E I'N, STI 2·)48 I , DL STI 2;)48) , lJ ST I 2.)) ,SG 12. 048) , lJL SG(2) 4 a) ,aSG (2 (.) ,
asc I 2. 148) , T I 2.:'148 ) , YY ( 204B) ,fJYY 12 ':48,20) , Z II 5 12 I , I 1512 ) ,Cl I 2.J ) , EFe,

















































































































IS A KFK PLOT SUBkOUTINE ~ITH THE FOLLDhING ARGUMENTS:
fNERGY R~NGE OF PLOTS (SAME FüR 1ST AND 2ND PLOT):
KH=KX(lJ
YPLCT PREPARES PLCTS OF MEASURtC AND CALCULATED CAPTURE YIELDS





































































NUMRER OF CC-OROINATE PAIRS
PLUT POINT SYMJOLS
CRAW LINE
DRA~ LINE WITH POINT SY~BOLS
CHOOSE ND-TH POINT SY~BCL (FRCM A LIST) IF NT=l 8R 3
HEIGHT OF POINT SYMBOL :;.12 IN.
HEIGHT OF POINT SYMBOL 0.16 I~.
HEIGHT OF POINT SYMBOL ).Z4 I~ •
LINEAR INTERPOLATION (FOR NT=2 GR 3)
OUADkATIC " (FOR NT=2 DR 3)
CUBIC 11 (FOR NT=2 CR 3)
SPACING: EVERY NS-TH FCINT IS TO EE MöRKED
(FüR NT=3)
ORA~ (~TO EXISTING PLOT





X-INCkEMENT CCR~ESPONCING TC u.Cl IN.
MAXI~AL ORDINAT~
MINIMAL ORDINATE
Y-INCkEMENT CORKFSPONDING TO ~.Dl IN.

































2I, I X, J , J X( 11 ) ,KX (5 J , L, LX ( 11 ,2) , "" ~~A , ~X, N, NX ,KKX, MP ( 11 12) ,MR (11 , 2) 1
3T I TU: ( ZC 1, l IT , :: PS, EI, E2, TEFF, H( 11 ) , AG ( 11 ) , S PI N( 111 , RP ( 11) ,
4G ( 1 1, Z1 ,C S ( 11 12 ) , X( Z: : ) , 0 LX( 2 J.,:, ) ,E S ( 11 , Z) , EFF ( 11 , Z, Z':':ll ,
5F P ( 5) ,0 LFP ( 51 , TC ( 5 11TB ( 5 ) ,Z H( 51 ,Ee ( 5121 , Y( 512) , DLY( 5121 ,
6Y.N ( t) , XR ( 6) , T'l X, Al( L') , D( 1) ) ,C T (1) , 2) , CG ( lJ ,Z ) , /'l, M2, MO,
70LE EMN,STlZ':'4BJ,ClLSTlZJ481 ,DST(2.)1 ,SG(2A81 ,DLSG(Z.l48l ,DSG(Z"I,
8S C( ,]46), T ( 2 )48 1,YY (Z 04,,) , DYY (2",48, 2 CI, ZZ ( 512 1, Z(51Z) ,D Z( Zl ) , EFC,
SF(Z 1I,RF(ZOI
CO~ ON/I11 SGI1(ZJ48),DLSGI1(Z)48)


























































































CAPTURE YIELO RANGE OF 1ST PLOT:
Yt>1AX=,1.
KH=:
DU 4 N= 1,NX
K~I=KH+l
KH=KXeNI






















I\P: NUt>1BEP nF POINTS TU BE PLDTTEC
"JP=KH-K"I+l
PLIJT CALCULhTEO YIELDS AS CURVE lIST PLCTI
IFlN.E).lJCAl L PLOTA(EE ,Z ,r~p,2.J,I,::,(-,2,EMA;(,EMIN.SE,
1Yt>1AX,YMIN,SY,TITLE,IZ)
I F l N. GT• 1 )CAL L I'LU Tt\ lEe (n·n ,Z ( KI~) ,N P ,2,;;' , 1, 3, i>, (;, EMA X, EMIN, SE,
lYMAX,YMIN,SY,TITLE,ll)














































































































I F ( N• E .) • 2 L, S= 4
IF(~.G~.4INS=N+3
CALL PLOT AlE;: I KNI, YI KNI, NP, 1 , 'lJS , 1, .', ;,.!,:: MAX, E'~ I~" S f , Zi~ t X, ZMIN, SZ,
1'" j )
PLOT ERRJR dAKS nF ~EASURED POINTS (1ST PLOT)










PLOT CAPTURF CROSS SECTION UF PURE FIRST ISOTOPE (2ND PLOTI


























S"~A x= ß ER'OE K
S5=}. >" l*SMAX
CALl PL(TAIEK{K1I,SGIIIK1),NP.2,v,l,3,~,2,E~AX.EMIN.5E,
ISMAX,SMIN,SS,TITlE,IZl
RETURN
END
}1662
,] 1663
)1664
" 1665
)1666 ~
Cl667:
~'1668.j
01669'';
:'I67JJ
)1671':
:'1672:)
')1673)
'J1674::
:J1675,)
~1676J
n677J
G16780
:I679~
.) 168,: J
fl1681 'i
J 168 2':'
01683'::
·Jl684J
:16850
01686;;
01687':
J1688U
';1689"
Cl690 J
016910
01692"
r)1693~
01694D
01695:,
)16960
016970
U16982
01699':'
017('0;)
01701;)
J 1E'2~
01703(,
01704J
011!:15J
G1706;;
(, 17,.'7:,
IJlrsc
) 17-:.c9J
,:; I 71,,':'
Cl
co
